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ABSTRACT 
King salmon are one of the most highly preferred species of fish sought after by sport anglers and the commercial 
fishing industry in Southeast Alaska (SEAK).  Fisheries management for the species is complex and involves 
regulatory processes in both international and domestic venues. At the international level, an all-gear harvest limit is 
established under the U.S./Canada Pacific Salmon Treaty (PST). Harvest limit levels were renegotiated in 2008 for 
2009–2018 treaty period.  Since 1999, Southeast Alaska’s annual harvest level under the treaty has been based on 
the coastwide king salmon abundance which generates the preseason abundance index (AI).  Once the AI is 
determined, the Alaska Board of Fisheries (board) allocates domestic shares of the all-gear harvest level to the drift 
gillnet, set gillnet, seine, troll, and sport fisheries.  Shares allocated to net fisheries are taken off the top with the 
remainder split between the troll and sport fisheries at 80% and 20%, respectively.  

Marine and freshwater sport harvests of king salmon averaged 24,500 from 1977 to 1990, 56,400 from 1991 to 
2000, and 68,800 from 2001 to 2013.  Overall increases in harvest were primarily due to growth in outer coast 
fisheries in Sitka and Prince of Wales Island (PWI).  From 2009 to 2013, the king salmon harvest by nonresidents 
averaged 33,200, or 56%, of the total, with the largest harvests by nonresidents continuing in the Sitka and PWI 
areas.  The largest harvest by Alaska residents continues to occur in the Juneau, Sitka, and Ketchikan areas.  The 
average sport harvest of treaty fish in 2009–2013 was 43,026; based on the preseason AI under the PST, sport 
harvest averaged 20.1% of the 20% sport allocation during that period.  

The board received six proposals for consideration at the February 2015 meeting that, if adopted, would modify 
management of the king salmon sport fishery in SEAK.  Two proposals seek modification of the king salmon 
management plan, two proposals seek to open the freshwaters along the Juneau road system to sport fishing for 
hatchery produced king salmon, one seeks to reduce regulation complexity in the Juneau area king salmon fishery, and 
one seeks to establish a Taku River management plan. 
Key words:  king salmon, Chinook salmon, Southeast Alaska, SEAK, Pacific Salmon Treaty, abundance index, AI, 

salmon management plan. 

INTRODUCTION 
King salmon are the species of fish most preferred by sport anglers fishing in Southeast Alaska 
(SEAK), and are highly valued by the commercial fishing industry as well.  The SEAK region 
consists of Alaskan waters between Dixon Entrance to the south and Cape Suckling to the north 
(Figure 1). 

The U.S./Canada Pacific Salmon Treaty (PST) limits the all-gear harvest of king salmon within 
SEAK (excluding a majority of the hatchery fish produced in Alaskan hatcheries).  Due to this 
limit on harvest and the high value to both user groups, establishing an allocation of king salmon 
between sport and commercial fisheries was contentious.  Since 1992, the king salmon harvest 
limit has been allocated on a percentage basis between the sport and commercial fisheries, and 
several management plans to direct the fishery have been in place.  
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Figure 1.–Areas within the Southeast Alaska region for which sport effort and harvests are estimated 
through use of the Statewide Harvest Survey (SWHS) postal questionnaire.  

This report will provide an overview of the sport fishery for king salmon in SEAK and includes a 
discussion of the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan implemented in 1992, and an 
update of fishery status.  Specifically, this report will detail for SEAK: 

1. the history of sport fisheries regulations for king salmon and implementation of the
various management plans since 1992;

2. king salmon harvest, effort, stock composition, and residency of angler; and
3. discussion of management issues to be decided by the February 2015 board.

REGULATORY HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT PLAN 
FRESHWATER FISHERIES 
Sport fishing for king salmon in the fresh waters of SEAK east of the longitude of Cape 
Fairweather (including the Taku River drainage) has been closed since 1963.  However, there are 
three exceptions: 1) rivers and streams in the Yakutat area; 2) streams containing only Alaska 
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hatchery fish such as Blind Slough near Petersburg; and 3) all freshwaters draining into the Sitka 
Sound Special Use Area.   

Freshwater anglers fishing in the Yakutat area may take one king salmon over 20 inches in 
length daily, along with 10 fish under 20 inches.  The Situk River near Yakutat supports the only 
freshwater sport fishery for wild king salmon in SEAK.  The Situk River management plan 
(5 AAC 30.365) establishes sport and commercial fisheries regulations based on the projected 
inriver run to the Situk River weir.  In Blind Slough near Petersburg, king salmon opportunity 
targets fish returning to Crystal Lake Hatchery.  A bag limit of two king salmon 28 inches or 
more in length, and two king salmon less than 28 inches in length applies to this system.  In all 
freshwaters draining into the Sitka Sound Special Use Area, the king salmon bag limit is five fish 
greater than 28 inches in length and five fish less than 28 inches in length (5AAC 47.023(g)(10).  
Indigenous king salmon populations do not exist in the latter two freshwater systems and fish 
being caught originate from hatchery releases.   

Since 1989, Alaska Department of Fish and Game (department) has also opened other freshwater 
systems by emergency order to provide harvest opportunities for these terminal area hatchery 
king salmon.  Other streams that are opened to harvest surplus hatchery king salmon in 
freshwater systems include all freshwaters along the Juneau road systems, and Pullen Creek in 
Skagway. 

MARINE FISHERIES 
Regionwide regulations governing harvests of king salmon in marine recreational fisheries of 
SEAK have changed considerably over the years (Table 1).   

Minimum Size 
From 1958 to 1962, the minimum size limit was 26 inches (fork length) and during the period 
from 1963 to 1975, there was no minimum size limit for king salmon. In 1976, a minimum size 
limit of 26 inches (total length) was put into effect but was increased shortly thereafter (1977) to 
28 inches (total length).  From 1980 to 1983, the minimum size limit was eliminated from April 
1 to June 14 to provide for the harvest of small mature males known as "jacks”, but the 28-inch 
size limit was in effect for the remainder of the year.  From 1983 through May 1989, it was legal 
for marine anglers to keep undersized king salmon (less than 28 inches in length) that were 
missing adipose fins.  This regulation was enacted to increase recoveries of coded wire tags 
(CWTs).  However, retention of these fish caused biased estimates of hatchery contributions and 
the regulation was repealed in 1989 with the minimum size limit reverting to 28 inches 
regardless of missing adipose fins unless otherwise stated through emergency order. 

Bag and Possession Limits 
The bag limit was three fish from 1958-1975, but bag and possession limits were reduced to two 
fish in 1983 and remained (generally) in effect until 1992 at which time the regional king salmon 
bag limits began to be set under the direction of the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management 
Plan, except when modified by emergency order.  Portions of Behm Canal near Ketchikan, 
Greys Pass near Wrangell, and upper Taku Inlet near Juneau have been closed to recreational 
fishing to protect king salmon milling in these near-terminal areas.  Restrictive regulations, 
including partial area closures and seasonal bag limits, were imposed in the Haines area in 1987 
in an attempt to rebuild the Chilkat River stock of king salmon.  
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Table 1.–Summary of regional king salmon regulations in the marine waters of Southeast Alaska since 
1958. 

-continued-

Years 
Bag 

limits 
Possession 

limit 
Minimum 
size limit Other regionwide regulations 

Areas with additional 
restrictions 

1958-1962 3 3 ≥26” fork Ketchikan 
1963-1975 3 3 None • Freshwater- first closed Ketchikan 
1976 3 3 ≥26” total Juneau, Ketchikan 
1977 3 3 ≥28” total Juneau, Ketchikan 
1978-1979 3 3 ≥28” total Juneau, Ketchikan, Haines, 

Wrangell 
1980-1982 3 3 ≥28” total • No size limit: 4/01-6/14 Juneau, Ketchikan, Haines, 

Wrangell 
1983-1988 2 2 ≥28” total • No size limit – tagged fish Juneau, Ketchikan, Wrangell 
1989-1991 2 2 ≥28” total • Terminal area Mgmt. Juneau, Ketchikan, Haines, 

Wrangell 
1992-1996 2 2 ≥28” total • Management Plan Juneau, Ketchikan, Haines, 

Wrangell 
1997-2002 2 2 ≥28” total • No retention by charter vessel crews

• 4 fish (≥28”) annual limit for nonresidents
Juneau, Ketchikan, Wrangell 

2003-2005a 2 2 ≥28” total • No retention by charter vessel crews
• 1 fish (≥28”) bag and possession limit for

nonresidents

Juneau, Ketchikan, Wrangell 

2006-2007 3 3 ≥28” total • No retention by charter vessel crews
• 1 fish (≥28”) bag and possession limit for

nonresidents
• 3 fish (≥28”) annual limit for nonresidents
• Use of two rods Oct-Mar

Skagway (2007) 

2008 1 1 ≥28” total 
and ≥48” 
total 

• 1 fish (≥28”) bag and possession limit for
nonresidents May1- July 15 and Oct. 1-Dec 31

• 1 fish (≥48”) bag and possession limit for
nonresidents July 16-Sept. 30

• Nonresident harvest limits:
3 fish Jan 1-June 30
2 fish July 1-15
1 fish July 16-Dec 31

2009 2 2 ≥28” total • 1 fish (≥28”) bag and possession limit for
nonresidents

• 3 fish annual limit for nonresidents

Skagway, Petersburg/ 
Wrangell 

2010 2 2 ≥28” total • From Oct 1-March 31 residents may use two
rods

• 1 fish (≥28”) bag and possession limit for
nonresidents

• 3 fish annual limit for nonresidents

Ketchikan, Petersburg/ 
Wrangell 

2011 3 3 ≥28” total • From Oct 1-March 31 all anglers may use two
rods

• 1 fish (≥28”) bag and possession limit for
nonresidents except 2 fish (≥28”) bag and
possession limit for nonresidents May 1-May
31 

• 5 fish annual limit for nonresidents

Skagway, 
Petersburg/Wrangell, 
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Table 1.–Page 2 of 2. 

a   In 2005, the regional regulation was modified by emergency regulation for a portion of the year. The nonresident annual limit 
was increased to five and the resident bag limit was increased to three.

Alaska Hatchery Origin Harvest 
Terminal harvest areas (THA) established for king salmon play an important role in the SEAK 
sport fishery in that they provide additional opportunities for anglers fishing near major 
communities. Large amounts of effort are expended in these areas which, if directed elsewhere, 
could increase pressure on wild stocks.  In addition, Alaska hatchery fish do not count toward 
treaty harvest limits and help keep the sport fishery within the domestic allocation.  In 1989, the 
department was given authority to increase harvest opportunities for king salmon in THAs.  Since 
1989, a number of THAs have been opened with increased bag limits and/or reduced size limits. 
Those THAs opened in 2014 with liberalized king salmon regulations are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2.–Names, locations, and dates of terminal marine harvest areas in Southeast Alaska that had 
liberalized regulations in 2014 to allow for increased harvests of Alaska hatchery king salmon. 

SWHSa area THAb Location Dates open 
Ketchikan Herring Cove 

Neets Bay 

Herring Cove, Revillagigedo I. 

Neets Bay, Revillagigedo I. 

6/01-7/31 

Petersburg/Wrangell Wrangell Narrows W. Mitkof Island 6/02-7/31 

Juneau Juneau Gastineau Channel, Auke Bay, Fritz Cove 6/01-8/31 
a Statewide Harvest Survey = SWHS. 
b Terminal Harvest area = THA. 

Years 
Bag 

limits 
Possession 

limit 
Minimum 
size limit Other regionwide regulations 

Areas with additional 
restrictions 

2012 3 3 ≥28” total • From Oct 1-March 31 all anglers may use two
rods

• 1 fish (≥28”) bag and possession limit for
nonresidents except 2 fish (≥28”) bag and
possession limit for nonresidents May 1-May
31 

• 4 fish annual limit for nonresidents

Skagway, 
Petersburg/Wrangell, 

2013 1 1 >28” total • 1 fish (≥28”) bag and possession limit for 
nonresidents May1- July 15 and Oct. 1-Dec 
31 

• 1 fish (≥48”) bag and possession limit for
nonresidents July 16-Sept. 30 

• Nonresident harvest limits:
• 3 fish Jan 1-June 30
• 2 fish July 1-15
• 1 fish July 16-Dec 31

2014 3 3 ≥28” total • From Oct 1-March 31 all anglers may use two
rods

• 1 fish (≥28”) bag and possession limit for
nonresidents except 2 fish (≥28”) bag and
possession limit for nonresidents May 1-June
30 

• 4 fish annual limit for nonresidents
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In 1992, the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan (5AAC 47.055) was adopted by 
the board.  The plan provided management options to be implemented during the season to meet 
the sport allocation (see Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan section, page 9). 
Further changes to general regulations were implemented in 1997 and included: 1) a four fish 
annual limit for nonresident anglers; 2) a prohibition on charter captains and crew from retaining 
king salmon while clients were onboard; and 3) a limit on the maximum number of lines fished 
from a charter vessel to be no more than the number of paying clients onboard.  At the 1998 
statewide meeting, the board passed a mandatory logbook requirement for charter vessels.  In 
2003 the board rescinded general regulations for specific king salmon bag, possession and annual 
limits and set general regulations that require the department to establish king salmon bag, 
possession, and annual limits by emergency order as specified by the Southeast Alaska King 
Salmon Management Plan.  In 2006 the board substantially modified management measures in 
the plan by increasing bag limits, annual limits, and allowing the use of two rods March through 
October during years when the Abundance Index (AIs) were above 1.5.  In 2008 the board 
eliminated a management measure in the plan that provided exemptions to the prohibition of the 
retention of king salmon less than 48 inches in length and extended the non-retention period. 
The management measure restricting the maximum number of lines that may be fished from a 
charter vessel to four lines was also eliminated.  Additionally a resident bag and possession limit 
of one fish, 28 inches or greater in length was added making an exception for residents fishing 
within the Juneau derby area unnecessary.  In 2009, to address the reduction of an allowable 
catch in the sport fishery, the board reduced harvest limits when the AI is less than 1.1, and at AI 
levels above 1.5 allowed residents to use two rods from October through the following March. In 
2012 the board modified the plan to clearly outline that the use of two rods was allowed while 
fishing for king salmon only. 

PACIFIC SALMON TREATY 
In 1985, the United States and Canada signed the PST, which included provisions for 
management and conservation of king salmon stocks along the Pacific Coast, north of southern 
Oregon up to Cape Suckling in Southeast Alaska.  Stocks for which the treaty applied included 
those that migrate north and intercepted in the fisheries of both countries.  The PST is 
renegotiated amongst party members every 10 years. Harvest ceilings (harvest limits) were 
established for the king salmon fishery in SEAK and other major fisheries in Canada as part of 
the initial catch sharing arrangements.  Each of these fisheries is to be managed to ensure 
harvests will not exceed the negotiated annual harvest limits.  Upon initial implementation, only 
the commercial troll fishery was subject to the annual harvest limits for treaty fish.  But in 1987, 
the board allocated the harvest of treaty fish across all commercial users harvesting king salmon 
in SEAK, and by 1992 allocations were in place for the sport fishery as well. As an incentive to 
minimize harvests of wild king salmon, king salmon produced from Alaska hatcheries do not 
count against Alaska’s PST quota. 

In 1998, the Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) negotiated a new agreement for 1999–2008 that 
would implement abundance-based management for all king salmon fisheries in both the U.S. 
and Canada.  Since 1999, SEAK and other fisheries have been managed to achieve a king salmon 
harvest level based on the annual coastwide abundance rather than on a fixed ceiling.  The 
allowable harvest level for the SEAK king salmon fisheries is based on the best available 
preseason abundance index (AI) as determined by the Chinook Technical Committee (CTC) of 
the PSC.  However, the harvest level under the latest agreement is now 15% lower for SEAK and 
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is the result of concessions made by Alaska during the last set of negotiations with Canada and 
the southern U.S in 2008 and became effective in 2009.  The AI is released in early spring prior 
to the commencement of most fishing.  Per the agreement, the AI specifies the all-gear harvest 
level for SEAK fisheries, and increases as the various indicator stock abundances increase 
(Table 3). 

Table 3.–Abundance indices and related all-gear harvest limits, sport allocations, and commercial 
allocations for king salmon in Southeast Alaska based on the 2009–2018 treaty agreement. 

Abundance index All-gear harvest limit 
Commercial net 

allocation 
80% Commercial troll 

allocation 20% Sport allocation 
 0.5 72,250 6,202 52,838 13,210 

0.8 105,400 8,589 77,449 19,362 
0.9 116,450 9,384 85,652 21,413 
1.0 127,500 10,180 93,856 23,464 
1.1 151,725 11,924 111,841 27,960 
1.2 175,950 13,668 129,825 32,456 
1.3 214,237 16,425 158,250 39,562 
1.4 229,409 17,517 169,514 42,378 
1.5 244,582 18,610 180,777 45,194 
1.6 279,983 21,159 207,060 51,765 
1.7 296,420 22,342 219,262 54,815 
1.8 312,856 23,526 231,464 57,866 
1.9 329,293 24,709 243,667 60,917 
2.0 345,729 25,892 255,869 63,967 
2.1 362,200 27,078 268,097 67,024 
2.2 378,600 28,259 280,273 70,068 
2.3 395,000 29,440 292,448 73,112 
2.4 411,500 30,628 304,698 76,174 
2.5 427,900 31,809 316,873 79,218 
2.6 444,300 32,990 329,048 82,262 

a Commercial net allocation = 1,000 for set gillnet, 2.9% of the all-gear harvest limit for drift gillnet, and 4.5% of 
the all-gear harvest limit for seine. 

Catch accounting of the SEAK king salmon harvest is tracked by Alaska members of the CTC 
and takes into account various provisions of the PST.  All Alaska hatchery fish harvested are 
discounted from the total all-gear harvest. In addition, king salmon harvested in “terminal 
exclusion” fisheries when directed fishing is allowed, are discounted to the base catch level 
before counting against the treaty harvest.  In 2011, Alaska members of the CTC realized that 
there may have been an accounting error in the terminal exclusion fisheries and therefore, treaty 
harvest calculations had to be redone from the year implemented (2005) to present.  The 
retrospective adjustment increased the all-gear treaty harvest by about 12% since 2005 (Table 4). 

Under Alaska’s general harvest ceiling regulations for king salmon in SEAK (5AAC 29.060), 
each gear group, including the sport fishery, is allocated a share of the all-gear harvest limit 
allowed under the treaty. 
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Table 4.–Sport harvest of treaty king salmon and sport overage/underage calculations using allocations based on preseason abundance indices, 
1999–2014. 

Year 

Preseason 
abundance 

index 

Preseason 
allowable 

catch 

Troll + 
sport 

allowable 
catch 

Preseason 
troll 

allocation 

Preseason 
sport 

allocation 

All-gear 
observed 

catch 
Troll 
catch 

Sport 
harvest 

Troll 
deviation 

Sport 
deviation Troll % Sport % 

1999 1.15 192,800 175,910 140,728 35,182 198,842 132,741 53,158    7,987 -17,976 75.5 30.2 
2000 1.14 189,900 173,134 138,507 34,627 186,493 133,963 41,439    4,544   -6,812 77.4 23.9 
2001 1.14 189,900 173,134 138,507 34,627 186,919 128,692 44,725    9,815 -10,098 74.3 25.8 
2002 1.74 356,500 332,570 266,056 66,514 357,133 298,132 45,504 -32,076  21,010 89.6 13.7 
2003 1.79 366,100 341,758 273,406 68,352 380,152 307,380 49,239 -33,974  19,113 89.9 14.4 
2004 1.88 383,500 358,409 286,727 71,682 417,019 321,876 55,413 -35,149  16,269 89.8 15.5 
2005 2.05 416,400 389,985 311,916 77,979 390,470 304,283 63,370    7,633  14,609 78.0 16.3 
2006 1.69 346,800 320,830 256,664 64,166 362,402 263,950 69,838  -7,286  -5,672 82.3 21.8 
2007 1.60 329,400 304,683 243,746 60,937 328,504 239,662 61,871   4,084    -934 78.7 20.3 
2008 1.07 170,000 156,764 125,411 31,352 173,040 126,079 32,670     -668 -1,318 80.4 20.8 
2009 1.33 218,800 202,047 161,638 40,407 230,401 158,814 48,088   2,824 -7,681 78.6 23.8 
2010 1.35 221,800 204,829 163,863 40,966 231,591 177,808 44,284 -13,945 -3,318 86.8 21.6 
2011 1.69 294,800 272,574 218,059 54,515 289,980 220,403 49,878   -2,344  4,637 80.9 18.3 
2012 1.52 266,800 246,590 197,272 49,318 242,034 191,271 37,597 6,001 11,721 77.6 15.2 
2013 1.20 176,000 162,328 129,862 32,466 183,821 134,900 35,303 -5,038 -2,837 83.1 21.7 
2014 a 2.57 439,400 406,763 325,411 81,353 421,728 339,868 71,310 -14,457 10,043 83.6 17.5 

2010-2014 average 279,760 258,617 206,893 51,724 273,895 212,914 47,670 -6,021 4,054 82.4 18.9 
2005-2014 average 288,020 266,739 213,384 53,346 285,619 215,937 51,419 -2,553 1,927 81.1 19.8 

a Preliminary estimate for catches and harvest. 



SOUTHEAST ALASKA KING SALMON MANGEMENT 
PLAN 

ALLOCATION 
In March of 1992, the board allocated the SEAK king salmon treaty harvest limit between the 
commercial and sport fisheries. A total of 20,000 king salmon were allocated to the commercial 
net fisheries, and the rest of the available king salmon were divided as follows: 83% to the 
commercial troll fishery and 17% to the sport fishery.  Prior to this time, the estimated sport 
harvest of king salmon was subtracted from the allowable harvest limit and the commercial troll 
fishery was managed to take the balance of the harvest limit available.  During a subsequent 
board meeting in early 1994, the allocation to the sport fishery was increased from 17% to 18%, 
then to 19% in 1995, and then up to 20% in 1996, where it has remained to present day. 

The board also directed that the harvest of treaty fish and the "Alaska hatchery add-on" (those 
Alaska hatchery fish that do not count against the harvest limit) were to be calculated separately 
for the sport and commercial fisheries.  All wild and non-Alaska hatchery king salmon harvested 
by the sport fishery are counted against the sport fish allocation.  

MANAGEMENT PLAN 1992–2002 
The board initially adopted the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan (5 AAC 
47.055.) in 1992.  The plan outlined how the department was to manage the marine sport fishery 
for its king salmon harvest allocation and provided regulatory authorities to implement the plan. 
The core objectives of the 1992 plan were to: 1) allow uninterrupted sport fishing in marine 
waters for king salmon, while not exceeding the allocation and; 2) to minimize regulatory 
restrictions on unguided anglers, who harvest king salmon at a lower catch per unit of effort 
(CPUE) than guided anglers fishing from charter vessels.  The regulatory authorities to achieve 
these objectives included several bag limit, size limit, and gear restriction options to increase or 
reduce the sport harvest to meet the allocation as well as options for increased harvest recording. 
Bag limits of two king salmon per day, two in possession, with a minimum size limit of 28 
inches were to remain in effect in SEAK marine waters until it was projected (either preseason or 
inseason) that the total harvest would deviate by more than the management range from the 
allocation.  The management range was set by regulation at 7.5%.  

The plan was modified at board meetings in 1994, 1997, and 2000.  The primary change in 1994 
was to increase the sport allocation over a three-year period from 17% to 20%. In 1997, the board 
determined that stability was important to the sport fishery and that the plan should be modified to 
minimize inseason regulatory actions.  Under the 1997 plan, as soon as the sport allocation was 
determined, the department was to implement a one, two, or three fish bag limit for all anglers as 
needed.  The projected harvest under the specific bag limit became the new harvest target for the 
sport fishery.  Other significant changes in 1997 were: 1) implementation of a four-fish annual 
limit for nonresidents; 2) a prohibition on charter operators and crew from retaining king salmon 
when clients are onboard; and 3) limiting the number of lines fished from charter vessels to the 
number of paying clients onboard but not to exceed the six line maximum.  The primary changes to 
the plan in 2000 were to: 1) establish the sport fishery regulations prior to May 1 and have the 
regulations remain in effect for the entire season (except as needed for conservation); 2) provide 
more specific regulatory actions to be taken at various levels of king salmon abundance; and 3) 
implement more restrictive regulations on nonresidents and anglers fishing from charter vessels. 
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Under the 2000 plan, the commercial troll fishery continued to be managed to harvest the 
difference between the all-gear harvest limit less the net allocation and projected sport harvest. 
Cumulative sport harvests above the sport fishery allocation came out of the troll allocation and 
were to be paid back in future years by not implementing more liberal regulations in the sport 
fishery, and the cumulative number of fish not harvested (underage) was applied as an offset 
against excess harvests in prior or future years. 

MANAGEMENT PLAN 2003–2005 
In 2003 the plan was modified to include the following core objectives: 1) manage the sport 
fishery to attain an average harvest of 20% of the annual harvest limit specified by the CTC after 
subtracting the commercial net harvest; 2) allow uninterrupted sport fishing in salt waters for 
king salmon while not exceeding the sport fishery harvest ceiling; 3) minimize regulatory 
restrictions on resident anglers; and 4) provide stability to the sport fishery by eliminating 
inseason regulatory changes except those needed for conservation.   

The primary changes to the plan to achieve these objectives were to: 1) require that the sport and 
troll fisheries be managed separately to achieve their own allocations (uncoupling of the 
fisheries); 2) cumulative overages or underages in the sport fishery would not be used to 
liberalize or restrict regulations; 3) at AIs above 1.2 reduce bag and/or annual limits for 
nonresidents; 4) remove additional restrictions to residents fishing on guided vessels; and 5) 
implement a series of additional restrictions at lower AIs. 

MANAGEMENT PLAN 2006-–2008 
In 2006 the king salmon AI and resulting sport allocation had been at near record levels since 
2002.  With relatively limited options for expanding the sport fishery at high abundance levels 
the sport fishery was consistently harvesting under its allocation. 

The management measures within the plan were substantially modified by the board in 2006 to 
increase harvest during years when AIs were above 1.5.  Those changes included: 1) the resident 
bag limit was increased to three fish at AIs greater than 1.5; the nonresident bag limits increased 
to two fish during May and June at AIs above 2.0, and in May when AIs are above 1.5 to 2.0; 
and annual limits for nonresidents were increased to six fish at AIs above 2.0, to five or six fish 
at AIs above 1.75 to 2.0, and to four or five fish at AIs greater than 1.5 to 1.75.  A management 
measure allowing the use of two rods per angler during March through October was also added 
to the plan predominately to benefit resident anglers.  

In 2008 the department enacted all management measures in the plan below 1.1 and above 1.0 
due to a severely low AI.  This was the first time these management measures were used since 
being substantially modified by the board in 2003.  After implementation of these management 
measures by emergency order, questions arose within the department (and from the public) 
pertaining to the August exception for the Juneau sport fishing derby; questions also arose as to 
how the four-line limit should be applied. The department sought clarification on implementation 
of these management measures by polling the board. 

In April of 2008 the board convened and modified provisions within the plan by emergency 
regulation.  The board eliminated a management measure in the plan that provided exemptions to 
the prohibition of the retention of king salmon less than 48 inches in length by resident and 
nonresident anglers fishing in the Juneau derby area August 15 through August 25.  The 
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management measure restricting the maximum number of lines that may be fished from a charter 
vessel to four lines was also eliminated.  Additionally, a resident bag and possession limit of one 
fish, 28 inches or greater in length was added making an exception for residents fishing within 
the Juneau derby area unnecessary.  To balance the increased harvest by these more liberal 
management measures, the board increased the non-retention period by two weeks for king 
salmon less than 48 inches for nonresidents. 

MANAGEMENT PLAN 2009–2012 
A new agreement on fishery arrangements under the PST was reached between the U.S. and 
Canada in May 2008.  One of the key elements to reaching that agreement was a 15% reduction 
to the all-gear harvest limit of king salmon in the SEAK aggregate abundance-based 
management (AABM) fishery.  This reduction had significant implications for management of 
the sport fishery, especially at lower levels of abundance.  To address this resulting reduction of 
allowable catch in the sport fishery, the board modified harvest limits at the 2009 board meeting 
for nonresident anglers in years when the AI is 1.1 or lower.  Additionally the board modified 
management measures when the AI is less than or equal to 1.5, to allow resident anglers the use 
two rods from October through the following March. 

In 2012, the board modified the plan to clearly articulate that when the use of two rods is 
allowed, that it is specific to fishing for king salmon. 

Under the various versions of the plan, the department has implemented numerous inseason 
regulatory actions.  These actions are summarized in Table 5.  Appendix A provides a detailed 
description of the allocation, regulatory actions, and fishery harvest results for each year that the 
plan has been in effect (1992–2008) with the most recent three years immediately below. 

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS IN 2012 
The 2012 preseason king salmon AI of 1.52 was announced in late March, resulting in an all gear 
harvest limit of 266,800 fish, of which the 20% sport allocation less the net harvest totaled 
49,318 fish.  Given that the preseason AI was greater than 1.51 and less than or equal to 1.75, the 
management plan required a three fish bag limit for residents.  Nonresidents were allowed a bag 
of two fish in May and one fish for the remainder of the year; a four fish annual limit also 
applied to nonresidents under this regime.  In addition, the use of two rods per angler was 
allowed (while fishing for king salmon) from October 2012 through April 2013 as per the plan. 
These regulations were implemented by Emergency Order 1-KS-R-02-12 that became effective 
on March 30, 2012.  These regulations applied to all marine waters in SEAK, including Yakutat. 
Terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to harvest excess Alaska hatchery king 
salmon were excluded.  These restrictions were expected to maintain the sport harvest within the 
20% average sport harvest target.  

The estimate of treaty harvest was 37,597 king salmon which was 6,001 fish below the 20% 
allocation based on the preseason AI (Table 4).  Based on preseason estimates of abundance and 
harvest, the sport fishery took 15.2% of the all-gear harvest limit less the net harvest. 
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Table 5.–Sport fishery regulatory actions taken under the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management 
Plan to adjust king salmon harvests during 1992–2014 sport fisheries. 

a Downrigger ban, June 17-Aug. 15. 
b Action taken in response to a court order that closed commercial fisheries and capped additional sport harvest at 

2,000 king salmon.
c An annual limit for nonresidents of four king salmon ≥28” was enacted in 1997.  The annual limit for 

nonresidents was reduced to three king salmon ≥28 inches in 2003. 
d  Made a permanent year round regionwide regulation in early 1997 by action of the Board of Fisheries. 
e Additional restrictions included: 1) four-line limit on charter boats; 2) closure to retention of king salmon on 

Wednesdays by charter anglers and nonresidents; 3) closure to retention of king salmon for nonresidents and 
charter anglers during August and September; and 4) closure to retention of king salmon on the outer coast from 
July 12 to July 31.  These additional restrictions were rescinded on June 26. 

-continued- 

Year One fish bag limit Nonresident annual limit 
Ban on take by charter 

crews Two rods 
Resident Three-

fish bag limit 
1992 May 15-July 28 May 15–July 28 
1993a June 17-Dec. 31 June 17–Dec. 31 

1994 April 15-June 30 April 15–June 30 
July 30–Dec. 31 
Nonresident also 

1995 Aug 17-Oct. 3b 

1996 June 15-Dec. 31 June 15–Dec. 31 
1997 July 7-Dec. 31 4c Regionwided

1998 Sept. 9-Dec. 31 4 Regionwide July 3–Sept. 8 
1999 July 3-Dec. 31 4 Regionwide Nonresident also 

2000 May 3-Dec. 31e 
May 3–June26, 2 

June 27–Dec.31, 3 Regionwide 
2001 Jan. 1-Dec. 31 3 Regionwide 

2002 

Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31 
Residents 
Jan. 1-April 26 

3 
Regionwide 

2003 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31 3c Regionwide 

2004 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31 3 Regionwide 

2005 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31 

May 3–Aug.30, 5 f 
Jan. 1–May 2 and 
Aug.31–Dec.31, 3 Regionwide Yes 

2006 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31. g 4 Regionwide 

Residents 
Oct.–Mar. Yes 

2007 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31. g 4 Regionwide 

Residents 
Oct.–Mar. Yes 

2008h Jan. 1-Dec. 31. 1-3i Regionwide 

2009 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31. 3 Regionwide 

2010 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31. 3 Regionwide 

Residents 
Oct.–Mar. 

2011 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31. g 5 Regionwide 

Residents 
Oct.–Mar. Yes 

2012 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31. g 4 Regionwide Oct.–Mar. Yes 

2013 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31.  

5 May 3–Aug.30, 5 f 
Jan. 1–May 2 and 
Aug.31–Dec.31, 3 Regionwide 

Residents 
Oct.–Mar. 

2014 
Nonresidents 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31. j 6 Regionwide 

Al anglers  
Oct.–Mar. Yes 
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Table 5.-Page 2 of 2. 
f The bag limit increase for residents and nonresident annual limit increase in 2005 were enacted via emergency 

regulation. 
g The bag limit for nonresidents was two fish in May greater than 28 inches in length.  
h One fish 48 inches or greater in length July 16–September 30.  
i The nonresident harvest limit (an annual limit that decreases during the year) was three fish 28 inches or greater 

in length January 1-June 30; two fish 28 inches or greater in length, July 1 to July 15; one fish 48 inches or 
greater in length, July 16 to September 30, and one fish 28 inches or greater in length October 1 to December 31.  
Any fish 28 inches or greater in length harvested by a nonresident anger earlier in the year applied toward their 
harvest limit. 

j The bag limit for nonresidents was two fish in May greater than 28 inches in length. 

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS IN 2013 
The 2013 preseason AI of 1.20 was announced in April.  This level of abundance resulted in an 
all-gear harvest limit of 176,000 yielding the 20% sport allocation (less the net allocation) of 
32,466 king salmon.  Given that the preseason AI was greater than 1.1 and less than or equal to 
1.2, the newly revised management plan required a one fish bag limit for residents, a one fish bag 
limit for nonresidents, and a three fish annual limit for nonresident anglers.  In addition, the use 
of two rods per angler was also allowed from October 2013 through March 2014 for residents.  
These regulations were implemented by Emergency Order 1-KS-R-02-13 that became effective 
on April 8, 2013 and applied to all marine waters in SEAK, including Yakutat. Terminal harvest 
areas established by emergency order to harvest excess Alaska hatchery king salmon were 
exempt.  The restrictions were expected to maintain the sport harvest within the 20% average 
sport harvest target.  

The estimated treaty harvest in the sport fishery for 2013 was 35,303 fish which was 2,837 fish 
above the 20% allocation based on the preseason AI (Table 4).  Based on preseason estimates of 
abundance and harvest, the sport fishery took 21.7% of the all-gear harvest limit less the net 
harvest. 

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS IN 2014 
The 2014 preseason AI of 2.57 was announced in late March, resulting in an all-gear harvest 
limit of 439,400 fish—the highest AI observed yet since inception of AABM regimes established 
in 1999.  The 20% sport allocation (less the net allocations) yielded 81,353 fish.  Given that the 
preseason king salmon AI was greater than 2.0, the management plan required a three fish bag 
limit for residents.  Nonresidents were allowed two fish in May and June and one fish the 
remainder of the year; a six fish nonresident annual limit applied.  In addition, the use of two 
rods per angler was allowed from October 2014 through April 2015 as per the plan.  These 
regulations were implemented by Emergency Order 1-KS-R-03-14 that became effective on 
April 2, 2014.  Regulations enacted applied to all marine waters in SEAK, including Yakutat. 
Terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to harvest excess Alaska hatchery king 
salmon were exempt.  Regulations implemented were expected to maintain the sport harvest 
within the 20% average sport harvest target.  

The preliminary harvest estimate of treaty fish (based on onsite surveys and logbook data) is 
71,310 treaty fish, which is 10,043 fish below the 20% allocation based on the preseason AI 
(Table 4).  The preliminary information suggests the sport fishery took 17.5% of the all-gear 
harvest limit less the net harvest. 
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EFFORT 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ANGLERS 
The number of resident anglers who fished in SEAK has averaged 29,000 from 2009 to 2013 
which is slightly below the preceding ten year average (1999–2008) of 30,000 (Figure 2). 
Evaluation of nonresident angler numbers shows a steady increase since 1984 from about 25,000 
to a peak of almost 106,000 in 2007.  However, since that peak, the numbers of nonresident 
anglers has decreased by 26% to around 78,000 in 2010 and 2011.  In 2012 and 2013 the number 
of nonresident anglers slightly increased by 2% and 5%, respectively.  An estimated total of 
115,578 anglers fished in SEAK during 2013. 

Figure 2.–Number of resident and nonresident anglers who fished in Southeast Alaska, 1984–2013. 

CHARTER VESSEL REGISTRATIONS AND LOGBOOK PROGRAM 
From 1999 to 2008, the number of registered saltwater charter vessels within SEAK remained 
relatively stable averaging 860.  The number of registered vessels has decreased from 809 in 
2009 to 689 in 2013 (Table 6 and Figure 3).  In 1998, a saltwater vessel logbook program was 
implemented, requiring all charter vessels operating in saltwater with a guide to obtain and 
complete a logbook. Summary data from the logbook program shows that on average 83% of 
licensed vessels reported taking clients on at least one charter fishing trip (Table 7).  From 1999 
to 2008 the number of active saltwater charter vessels within SEAK has remained relatively 
stable averaging 700.  The number of active vessels from 2009 to 2013 mirrors the decline in 
registered vessels averaging 606 vessels (Figure 4). 
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Table 6.–Number of registered (or licensed) saltwater charter vessels in Southeast Alaska by Statewide Harvest Survey (SWHS) area 
determined from saltwater logbook/vessel registration data collected from 1999–2013.  

SWHS Areab 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Ketchikan 137 146 167 188 197 173 172 178 182 184 157 155 142 141 144 
Prince of Wales Island 172 171 145 121 125 163 178 196 197 175 168 161 136 135 130 
Petersburg/Wrangell 71 59 57 45 52 46 51 56 56 61 53 53 50 39 43 
Sitka 222 207 232 214 209 218 239 241 242 232 202 194 194 185 173 
Juneau 141 156 131 112 113 109 119 134 119 117 110 109 96 89 90 
Skagway 9 9 12 14 8 8 9 9 8 7 8 4 4 6 4 
Haines 11 10 6 3 5 9 6 5 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 
Glacier Bay 63 75 70 70 74 82 85 83 93 108 93 85 81 80 77 
Yakutat 15 16 17 18 19 17 18 19 20 17 13 13 12 14 16 
Otherc 6 4 2 3 5 6 2 7 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
TOTAL 847d 853d 839d 788d 807d 831d 879d 926d 918d 904d 807d 778d 716d 690d 679d 
a Information for 1998 was incomplete: 915 of 1,504 records were missing a homeport and the majority of the records with a homeport listed were in 

Southcentral Alaska. 
b SWHS area is based on the homeport listed on the signout sheet for the vessel. 
c List multiple homeports in different SWHS area. 
d Column is not additive.  Some vessels registered in more than one SWHS area and were counted more than once. 



Figure 3.–Number of saltwater charter vessels registered in Southeast Alaska as determined from 
saltwater logbook/vessel registration data collected from 1999–2013. 
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Table 7.–Overall number of active saltwater charter vessels in Southeast Alaska by Statewide Harvest Survey (SWHS) area determined from 
logbook data collected in 1999–2013.  Active vessels are those that turned in logbook forms reporting at least one trip with clients.  

SWHS Areaa 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Ketchikan 106 115 136 151 162 150 152 143 154 141 130 129 129 121 121 
Prince of Wales Island 147 145 125 103 106 140 162 171 182 183 162 146 126 128 127 
Petersburg/Wrangell 50 45 50 35 41 38 62 53 59 53 54 52 44 43 41 
Sitkab 173 172 196 190 180 190 223 228 223 222 194 180 172 168 162 
Juneau 100 126 100 86 93 91 120 117 113 112 105 88 101 97 101 
Skagway 9 9 11 13 8 7 9 9 7 6 8 5 4 6 4 
Haines 9 6 5 3 5 7 5 4 4 4 3 4 2 3 2 
Glacier Bayb 52 57 59 56 61 69 79 80 87 96 84 91 76 75 72 
Yakutat 12 14 15 14 15 14 14 15 16 14 10 11 12 12 13 
Otherc 6 4 2 3 5 6 -- -- -- -- -- 

    TOTAL 664 693 699 654 676 712 738d 747d 768d 757d 670d 644d 610d 593d 579d 
Percent of licensed 
vessels active, 1999-2013e 78% 81% 83% 83% 84% 86% 84% 81% 84% 84% 83% 83% 85% 86% 85% 
a SWHS area is assigned based on port of offloading, bottomfish statistical area, and salmon statistical area, in that order. 
b Beginning in 2000, the northern section of Chichagof Island (including Pelican, Elfin Cove, Hoonah, and the southern half of Icy Straight and Cross Sound) 

was re-assigned to SWHS Area G (Glacier Bay) and removed from SWHS Area D (Sitka).  This was the primary reason for the dramatic increase in active 
vessels for Glacier Bay area and the decrease in active vessels for the Sitka area between 1999 and 2000. 

c Operated or offloaded fish and/or clients at an unknown location or didn't write the port of offloading. 
d Column is not additive.  Some vessels fished in more than one SWHS area and counted more than once, but were not identified as "Other”. 
e Percent of active participants in 1998 could not be calculated because number of registered vessels is unknown. 



 

 

 
 

Figure 4.–Number of active marine charter vessels in Southeast Alaska as reported in logbook 
data, 1999–2013.  Active vessels are those that turned in logbook forms with at least one trip with 
clients reported. 

 

HARVEST 
REGIONWIDE HARVEST 
Marine and freshwater sport harvest of king salmon in SEAK from 1977 to 1988 was relatively 
stable; however, harvest began increasing rapidly in 1989 (Table 8). From 1977 to 1990, the 
average harvest was 24,500 fish, while the 1991–2000 average was 56,400 fish.  From 2001 to 
2011 the total sport harvest averaged 72,000 king salmon.  The king salmon harvest in 2012 
(46,000 fish) was the lowest observed in 19 years.  The sport harvest of king salmon increased to 
56,000 fish in 2013.  

Distribution of king harvest by area in SEAK has changed substantially since the 1980s (Figure 5 
and Table 8).  Average harvest in the Ketchikan area remained stable from 1977 to 1990 and 
1991 to 2000, while during the same time period, average harvest in the Prince of Wales Island 
(PWI), Sitka, Glacier Bay, and Yakutat areas increased five to 11 fold.  During 1977–1990, 76% 
of the SEAK harvest was taken in Juneau (34%), Ketchikan (26%) and Petersburg-Wrangell 
(16%).  The proportion of the harvest taken in these three ports had dropped to only 46% by 
2000.  The outer coast fisheries of Sitka and PWI increased from an average of 17% of the total 
SEAK harvest in 1977–1990, up to 46% by 2000 and climbing to 48% of the total SEAK harvest 
during 2001–2013. The most recent five year average taken on the outer coast is 50%. 
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Table 8.–Estimated annual marine and freshwater sport harvest of king salmon in Southeast Alaska by 
area, 1977–2013.   

Year Ketchikan 
Prince of 

Wales 
Petersburg- 
Wrangell Sitka Juneau 

Haines 
Skagway 

Glacier 
Bay Yakutat Total 

1977 4,672 811 2,671 1,738 6,377 471 356 353 17,449 
1978 3,845 1,817 2,109 1,841 5,686 769 315 257 16,639 
1979 4,165 863 2,173 2,054 5,935 644 282 445 16,561 
1980 5,415 1,274 3,495 1,489 7,068 792 241 439 20,213 
1981 5,683 1,294 2,906 1,955 7,722 1,372 184 184 21,300 
1982 6,215 933 4,076 1,781 10,614 1,592 147 398 25,756 
1983 7,968 1,543 3,332 2,108 5,431 1,426 157 356 22,321 
1984 5,063 1,095 3,067 2,251 8,948 1,313 129 184 22,050 
1985 6,170 534 4,060 1,430 10,376 2,041 186 61 24,858 
1986 6,197 987 3,906 1,902 7,213 2,054 183 109 22,551 
1987 5,826 649 3,534 2,537 9,857 1,419 258 244 24,324 
1988 7,422 1,135 4,668 3,539 7,884 789 438 285 26,160 
1989 7,642 2,599 4,702 5,569 9,375 758 344 82 31,071 
1990 12,784 5,564 10,185 8,041 12,349 1,809 369 117 51,218 
1977–1990 average 6,362 1,507 3,920 2,731 8,203 1,232 256 251 24,462 
Percent  26% 6% 16% 11% 34% 5% 1% 1% 
1991 11,887 6,749 8,011 13,243 16,914 679 2,385 624 60,492 
1992 8,010 4,381 5,746 11,139 11,886 181 1,071 478 42,892 
1993 6,028 8,367 6,132 13,464 13,118 844 716 577 49,246 
1994 5,448 7,006 4,217 12,263 11,407 636 576 812 42,365 
1995 3,543 9,063 4,085 17,342 11,428 1,243 895 2,068 49,667 
1996 5,437 6,833 5,039 19,743 14,684 777 1,384 3,611 57,508 
1997 5,257 7,830 6,299 28,986 15,521 1,609 3,093 2,929 71,524 
1998 3,242 10,232 3,692 24,547 8,778 691 1,314 2,517 55,013 
1999 7,916 8,518 9,502 28,548 11,574 1,168 2,095 2,760 72,081 
2000 9,570 6,755 8,926 18,888 12,126 1,342 3,217 2,349 63,173 
1991–2000 average 6,634 7,573 6,165 18,816 12,744 917 1,675 1,873 56,396 
Percent  12% 13% 11% 33% 23% 2% 3% 3% 
2001 10,348 7,455 9,962 24,205 15,215 1,252 2,711 1,143 72,291 
2002 12,366 11,917 8,542 17,994 13,364 1,550 2,838 966 69,537 
2003 11,788 7,793 7,465 21,727 13,679 2,117 3,325 1,476 69,370 
2004 14,393 10,120 7,958 26,443 14,756 1,895 3,601 1,406 80,572 
2005 16,483 13,615 8,988 26,698 14,948 1,359 3,343 1,141 86,575 
2006 10,084 12,670 10,972 34,751 11,163 1,302 3,488 1,364 85,794 
2007 11,370 11,633 10,797 30,879 10,372 1,300 5,363 1,134 82,848 
2008 11,030 3,894 5,669 15,337 10,524 450 1,671 690 49,265 
2009 22,633 5,793 5,328 18,336 12,169 735 3,277 1,294 69,565 
2010 10,128 7,014 3,987 23,515 10,085 742 2,072 960 58,503 
2011 12,37 10,385 3,843 27,909 6,839 1,254 3,155 803 66,575 
2012 4,831 7,390 3,679 21,927 6,038 561 1,778 291 46,495 
2013 11,039 7,335 3,657 19,974 8,105 645 4,947 690 56,392 
2001–2013 average 12,222 9,001 6,988 23,823 11,327 1,166 3,198 1,028 68,752 
Percent 18% 13% 10% 35% 16% 2% 5% 1% 
Note:  Estimates were obtained from the Statewide Harvest Survey. 
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Figure 5.–Average estimated distribution of king salmon harvest in Southeast Alaska for 1977–1990, 
1991–1995, 1996–2000, 2001–2005, and 2006–2013 as estimated by the Statewide Harvest Survey 

HARVEST BY RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENTS 

Marine and freshwater harvests of king salmon by both Alaska resident and nonresident anglers 
have been estimated since 1987 (Table 9 and Figure 6).  The proportion of fish taken by 
nonresident anglers increased from 28% in 1987 to a peak of 68% in 1994.  In response to 
increasing harvest in the sport fishery, the board implemented annual limits for nonresidents in 
1997.  Annual limits, as well as lower bag and possession limits for nonresidents, have been 
effective in reducing the proportion of the total harvest taken over the last five years (2009–
2013); nonresidents have accounted for only 56% of the total harvest compared to the peak that 
occurred in 1994.  

CHARTER HARVESTS 
Mandatory logbooks for charter vessels fishing in marine waters were implemented for all of 
Alaska in 1998.  The logbook estimates of king salmon harvests for SEAK have varied from 
30,000 to over 58,000 during 1998–2013 (Table 10).  On average, nearly 75% of the charter 
harvests occur in the outer coast fisheries with an average of 51% occurring off of Sitka, and 
23% off of the west coast of PWI during the same time period. 
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Table 9.–Marine and freshwater sport harvests of king salmon by Alaska resident (current page) and 
nonresident anglers (next page) in Southeast Alaska (by area) as estimated by the Statewide Harvest 
Survey, 1987–2013.  

Year Ketchikan 
Prince of 

Wales 
Petersburg
-Wrangell Sitka Juneau 

Haines-
Skagway 

Glacier 
Bay Yakutat Total 

Alaska resident harvests  
1987 3,880 465 2,308 2,000 8,580 98 121 18 17,470 
1988 2,974 582 2,296 2,406 7,083 218 399 124 16,082 
1989 4,690 1,048 2,338 4,222 8,109 256 28 13 20,704 
1990 4,466 1,346 4,431 4,681 9,062 142 80 8 24,216 
1991 4,984 1,246 4,494 7,018 11,873 203 1,045 200 31,063 
1992 3,646 1,195 3,419 5,480 9,245 102 211 189 23,487 
1993 3,071 2,300 3,081 6,767 10,228 152 161 230 25,990 
1994 1,398 917 1,456 2,035 7,052 228 134 155 13,375 
1995 1,309 1,936 2,390 4,722 7,682 208 387 149 18,783 
1996 2,303 608 2,036 5,388 9,348 236 352 373 20,644 
1997 2,497 2,111 2,803 12,298 11,251 717 1,966 106 33,749 
1998 1,117 1,992 1,937 6,992 6,595 100 643 215 19,591 
1999 4,527 2,166 5,903 11,648 7,938 421 824 502 33,929 
2000 5,555 2,219 5,771 6,908 9,412 403 1,837 111 32,216 
2001 5,569 1,091 4,689 6,846 10,881 412 1,147 240 30,875 
2002 7,313 2,644 4,966 6,185 8,565 630 995 263 31,561 
2003 6,880 1,981 4,663 6,717 9,860 949 2,095 103 33,248 
2004 7,519 2,035 3,416 9,641 11,560 983 1,538 299 36,991 
2005 8,339 3,314 4,550 8,267 10,796 634 1,581 219 37,700 
2006 4,036 3,123 5,307 8,770 8,696 565 1,266 240 32,003 
2007 5,050 1,933 4,557 8,356 8,380 460 2,183 132 31,051 
2008 5,300 1,316 3,468 3,292 8,808 159 453 250 23,046 
2009 17,024 1,697 3,670 4,402 9,784 456 909 455 38,397 
2010 6,487 1,550 2,780 7,540 8,859 441 779 190 28,626 
2011 5,915 2,037 2,227 7,165 5,223 1,065 336 106 24,074 
2012 1,034 1,255 1,722 4,727 4,655 282 227 51 13,953 
2013 6,796 2,336 2,596 6,409 5,691 86 2,468 0 26,382 
1987-1999 
Average 3,143 1,378 2,992 5,820 8,773 237 489 176 23,006 
2000-2013 
Average 6,630 2,038 3,884 6,802 8,655 538 1,272 190 30,009 

-continued- 
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Table 9.–Page 2 of 2. 

Year Ketchikan 
Prince of 

Wales 
Petersburg-
Wrangell Sitka Juneau 

Haines-
Skagway 

Glacier 
Bay Yakutat Total 

Nonresident harvests 
1987 1,946 184 1,226 537 1,277 1,321 137 226 6,854 
1988 4,448 553 2,372 1,133 801 571 39 161 10,078 
1989 2,952 1,551 2,364 1,347 1,266 502 316 69 10,367 
1990 8,318 4,218 5,754 3,360 3,287 1,667 289 109 27,002 
1991 6,903 5,503 3,517 6,225 5,041 476 1,340 424 29,429 
1992 4,364 3,186 2,327 5,659 2,641 79 860 289 19,405 
1993 2,957 6,067 3,051 6,697 2,890 692 555 347 23,256 
1994 4,050 6,089 2,761 10,228 4,355 408 442 657 28,990 
1995 2,234 7,127 1,695 12,620 3,746 1,035 508 1,919 30,884 
1996 3,134 6,225 3,003 14,355 5,336 541 1,032 3,239 36,865 
1997 2,760 5,719 3,496 16,688 4,270 892 1,127 2,823 37,775 
1998 2,125 8,240 1,755 17,555 2,183 591 671 2,302 35,422 
1999 3,389 6,352 3,599 16,900 3,636 747 1,271 2,258 38,152 
2000 4,015 4,536 3,155 11,980 2,714 939 1,380 2,238 30,957 
2001 4,779 6,364 5,273 17,359 4,334 840 1,564 903 41,416 
2002 5,053 9,273 3,576 11,809 4,799 920 1,843 703 37,976 
2003 4,908 5,812 2,802 15,010 3,819 1,168 1,230 1,373 36,122 
2004 6,874 8,085 4,542 16,802 3,196 912 2,063 1,107 43,581 
2005 8,144 10,301 4,438 18,431 4,152 725 1,762 922 48,875 
2006 6,048 9,547 5,665 25,981 2,467 737 2,222 1,124 53,791 
2007 6,320 9,700 6,240 22,523 1,992 840 3,180 1,002 51,797 
2008 5,730 2,578 2,201 12,045 1,716 291 1,218 440 26,219 
2009 5,609 4,096 1,658 13,934 2,385 279 2,368 839 31,168 
2010 3,641 5,464 1,207 15,975 1,226 301 1,293 770 29,877 
2011 6,472 8,348 1,616 20,744 1,616 189 2,819 697 42,501 
2012 3,797 6,135 1,957 17,200 1,383 279 1,551 240 32,542 
2013 4,243 4,999 1,061 13,565 2,414 301 2,479 690 30,010 
1987-1999 
average 3,814 4,693 2,840 8,716 3,133 189 661 1,140 25,729 
2000-2013 
average 5,402 6,803 3,242 16,688 2,730 279 1,927 932 38,345 
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Figure 6.–Estimated harvest of king salmon by resident and nonresident anglers in 
Southeast Alaska, 1987–2013. 
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Table 10.–Estimated charter harvest of king salmon (clients only) in Southeast Alaska from the charter logbook 
database, 1998–2013.   

SWHS Areaa 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005b 2006c 2007c 
Ketchikan 1,144 4,116 2,968 4,807 4,956 6,254 6,256 6,662 4,913 4,630 
PWI 10,895 7,633 5,440 7,811 11,293 8,750 14,680 14,568 15,372 12,189 
Petersburg / Wrangell 1,024 979 651 1,099 831 905 686 1,600 1,727 1,232 
Sitkad 18,072 17,462 14,834 19,360 20,954 21,286 27,181 24,658 30,078 27,201 
Juneau 2,060 3,035 2,601 2,841 2,828 2,504 2,871 2,597 1,650 1,894 
Haines / Skagway 1,050 1,203 1,461 1,335 998 1,713 1,280 1,056 638 476 
Glacier Bayd 525 505 1,672 2,304 2,708 1,912 3,822 2,431 2,926 3,399 
Yakutat 219 239 433 792 542 242 239 262 273 288 
Total 34,989 35,172 30,060 40,349 45,110 43,566 57,015 53,834 57,577 51,309 

SWHS Areaa 2008c 2009c 2010c 2011c 2012c 2013c 
1998–2013 

Average Percent of total 
Ketchikan 2,405 2,772 2,499 3,460 2,537 2,323 3,919 10% 
PWI 3,099 4,137 5,579 9,887 6,672 6,779 9,049 23% 
Petersburg / Wrangell 429 345 356 465 329 477 821 2% 
Sitkad 13,093 15,509 16,415 22,545 15,207 13,230 19,818 51% 
Juneau 807 1,035 605 658 1,012 883 1,868 5% 
Haines / Skagway 153 235 193 159 207 196 772 2% 
Glacier Bayd 900 1,868 1,595 2,742 1,166 2,341 2,051 5% 
Yakutat 312 405 113 197 197 240 312 1% 
Total 21,198 26,306 27,355 40,113 27,327 26,469 38,609 
Note: SWHS = Statewide Harvest Survey 
a  SWHS area is assigned based on salmon statistical area, bottomfish statistical area, and port of offloading, in that order. 
b  Unique angler identification information was not collected, so harvest is for all anglers; crew members were not allowed to 

retain king salmon. 
c  The boundary between the Sitka and Glacier Bay SWHS areas was modified in 2000. 
d  from 2006 forward comped and crew harvest is not included, however, in 2006 comped was collected.  From 2007–2009 only 

angler type could be collected (resident, non-resident, comped or crew).  Starting in 2010 we collected both a residency status 
(resident or non-resident) as well as comped or crew status. 



 

ALASKA HATCHERY COMPOSITION OF MIXED STOCK HARVESTS 
Mixed stock sport harvests of king salmon have been extensively sampled in SEAK for CWTs 
since 1983. Alaska hatchery contributions for the major mixed stock fisheries have been 
substantial; especially in Ketchikan, east PWI, and Juneau (Table 11).  From 2011 to 2013 the 
average hatchery percentage in the sport harvest was 39% in Ketchikan, 52% in Juneau, and  
41% in the Haines/Skagway area.  The mixed stock hatchery contribution percentage in the 
Petersburg/Wrangell area declined during the same period because all harvest in the Wrangell 
Narrows terminal area has been subtracted off as a terminal fishery since 1997.  In the outer 
coast fisheries, the average percentage of Alaska hatchery fish has been much lower (west PWI 
8%, Sitka 10%). 

Table 11.–Estimated percentages of Alaska hatchery king salmon in selected marine sport fishery 
areas in Southeast Alaska.   
  
Year 

Ketchikan/ East 
Prince of Wales Is. 

West Prince of 
Wales Is. 

Petersburg/ 
Wrangell 

    Haines/ 
Skagway Sitka Juneau 

1983 6 
 

1 
 

1 
 1984 18 

 
7 

 
7 0 

1985 33 
 

7 
 

10 0 
1986 33 

 
15 

 
18 0 

1987 21 
 

20 2 23 1 
1988 27 

 
26 2 17 0 

1989 36 
 

19 
 

12 3 
1990 46 

   
22 6 

1991 55 
 

39 
 

26 0 
1992 46 4 25 11 25 

 1993 42 2 14 11 17 9 
1994 41 3 21 12 33 2 
1995 22 4 40 36 45 73 
1996 39 6 37 17 28 13 
1997 34 5 8 11 22 51 
1998 49 1 14 4 37 36 
1999 48 3 24 12 39 23 
2000 51 4 30 9 58 69 
2001 74 10 14 15 56 35 
2002 63 2 23 10 60 67 
2003 51 4 13 14 55 62 
2004 51 1 26 7 60 57 
2005 61 5 8 9 34 62 
2006 40 4 18 4 31 51 
2007 47 7 17 10 50 72 
2008 55 14 14 12 46 39 
2009 49 4 15 7 56 57 
2010 57 6 11 8 36 65 
2011 36 7 24 9 42 39 
2012 40 11 17 8 51 28 
2013 42 6 8 13 64 55 
1983–1990 Average 28 na 14 2 14 1 
1991–2000 Average 43 4 25 14 33 31 
2001–2010 Average 55 6 16 10 48 57 
2011–2013 Average 39 8 16 10 52 41 
Note:  Some terminal harvests are excluded. 
ª Terminal harvests areas excluded include Wrangell Narrows THA in Petersburg, and shoreline fisheries near 

hatcheries and release sites in Juneau and Ketchikan THAs. 
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TIMING OF MARINE HARVEST 
The midpoint of the marine waters harvest of treaty king salmon typically occurs in mid to late 
June (Figure 7).  On average, 37% of the total regional harvest occurs in the 4-week period from 
approximately May 23 to June 19.  This time period encompasses a 3-day weekend, when 
fishing effort is high due to the Memorial Day holiday and salmon derbies in Sitka, Ketchikan, 
and Petersburg, as well as the time period when harvest per unit of effort (HPUE) is at or near its 
annual peak.  In 2013, the midpoint of the harvest occurred in early to mid-June (Figure 7), and 
40% of the harvest occurred in the four-week period from approximately May 23 to June 19.  

Figure 7.–Average timing of treaty king salmon harvest by 2-week period for the Southeast Alaska 
marine sport fishery for 2001–2005, 2006–2012, and 2013 as determined by creel surveys. 

HARVEST PER UNIT EFFORT IN MARINE FISHERIES 
Over the past five years, HPUE for king salmon in Sitka has averaged far above the HPUE in 
Juneau and Ketchikan (Figure 8).  HPUE on the west coast of PWI is also higher than inside 
ports, but not as high as in Sitka.  The higher HPUE in outer coast fisheries is partly due to better 
access to large numbers of non-Alaskan stocks migrating by the outer coast and the movement of 
the charter fleet since 1994 to very productive fishing grounds around the outer coast of Kruzof 
Island near Sitka.  Also, guided anglers constitute a larger percentage of the fisheries in Sitka and 
west PWI.  Guided anglers generally have HPUEs for king salmon that are about twice those of 
non-guided anglers. 
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Figure 8.–King salmon average weekly HPUE in Juneau, Ketchikan, Sitka, and West Prince of Wales 
Island (Craig) during 2011–2013. 

Peak HPUE for king salmon generally occurs in June (Figure 8).  HPUE generally declines 
through the month of July and by early August HPUE is generally very low in Juneau and 
Ketchikan.  In Sitka and Craig, however, HPUE often remains high until about August 1, and 
then declines steadily to low levels by September 1. 
During the spring, king salmon is the only species of salmon readily available to marine anglers. 
In July, HPUE for pink and coho salmon increases rapidly and normally far exceeds HPUE for 
king salmon (see example for Juneau in Figure 9).  As HPUE for other salmon species increases, 
most anglers begin to target pink and coho salmon for the balance of the fishing season. 
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Figure 9.–Average weekly HPUE (harvest per angler-hour of salmon fishing effort) for king, coho, and pink salmon in the Juneau 
marine sport fishery as determined by creel surveys, 2011–2013. 
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SEAK WILD STOCKS AND MANAGEMENT 
There are 11 indicator stocks in SEAK that the department manages for to ensure escapement 
under 5 AAC 39.222 (Figure 10 and Table 12).  Three of those (Alsek, Taku and Stikine rivers) 
are considered transboundary rivers (TBRs) and subject to bilateral catch sharing arrangements 
with Canada under the guise of the PST as well as bilaterally agreed to escapement goals.  In 
addition to the TBRs, the remaining 8 king salmon systems across SEAK also have established 
escapement goals and are monitored using various stock assessment methods (mark/recapture, 
aerial/foot surveys and weirs) to ensure those goals are achieved.  

Figure 10.–Locations of king salmon indicator stocks in SEAK. 
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Table 12.–King salmon escapement goals and estimated escapements, 2009–2014 in Southeast Alaska. 

System 
Assessment 

method 
Goal 
type 

Escapement 
goal 

Year 
established 

Escapementa

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Transboundary Rivers (TBRs) 
  Stikine River MR, weir BEG 14,000–28,000 2000 12,803b 15,116b 14,480b 22,327b 16,735b 20,000b 

  Taku River MR, AS BEG 19,000–36,000 2009 29,797b 28,769b 27,523b 19,429b 18,002bc 23,532b 

  Alsek Rivere Weir BEG 3,500–5,300 2013 6,239 9,518 6,668 2,660b 4,992b 3,403b 

Non-transboundary rivers 
  Blossom River  AS, IE BEG 150–300 2012 123 363 147 205 255 217 

  Keta River AS, IE BEG 175–400 2012 219 475 223 241 493 439 

  Unuk River MR, AS BEG 1,800–3,800 2009 3,157 3,835b 3,195b 956c 1,135c 1,691c 

  Chickamin River  AS, IE BEG 450–900 1997 611 1,156 853 444 468 652 

  Andrew Creek FS BEG 650–1,500 1998 628 1,205 936 587 920 1,261 

  King Salmon River FS BEG 120–240 1997 109 158 192 155 94 68 

  Chilkat Riverd MR BEG 1,750–3,500 2003 4,386 1,775 2,654b 1,723b 1,718b 1,290b 

  Situk River  Weir BEG 450–1,050 2003 902 166f 240 322 912 475 
Note:   FS = peak foot survey, AS = peak aerial survey, IE = index escapement, MR = mark-recapture, NA = not available; gray cells indicate escapement goal 

not met. 
a  Goals are for large (≥660 mm mid-eye to fork length, or fish age 1.3 and older) king salmon, except for the Alsek River which is germane to fish age 1.2 and 

older and can include fish <660 mm mid-eye to fork length. 
b  Preliminary estimate pending final report publication. 
c  Estimates based on expanded aerial survey index because mark-recapture studies failed. 
d  The Chilkat River king salmon escapement is the mark-recapture estimate of inriver run minus reported subsistence harvest. The inriver goal of 1,850–3,600 

(5 AAC 33.384) is directly measured through mark-recapture and is not discounted for inriver subsistence harvests that average <100 fish. 
e Alsek River king salmon escapement is estimated using an expansion based in part off the Klukshu River weir count. 
f The Situk River weir compromised for a few days in 2010; however, the consensus is that the escapement was still below goal. 



 

TBR Management 
In February 2005, the U.S and Canada reached a bilateral terminal harvest sharing agreement for 
Taku and Stikine river king salmon fisheries to occur in years when an allowable catch (AC) of 
large king salmon (>660 mm MEF) exists (Figure 11).  Further, the determination of an AC 
would be decided by December 1st of each year concluding the fisheries and made available in 
ample time for preparations for the upcoming season. The decision would be a bilateral 
assessment between Alaska and Canada based on the best available information to date.  An AC 
would exist when the preseason forecast (and inseason after commencement of inriver returns) of 
the upcoming terminal run will exceed the escapement target plus the combined Canada, U.S., 
and test fishery base level harvests (based on average harvests for the years 1985–2003).   

 
Figure 11.–Directed fishery areas in SEAK for king salmon when an allowable catch (AC) exists for 

the Stikine (District 8) or Taku (District 11) rivers based on preseason forecasts and inseason projections. 

 

In March 2005, and immediately after the harvest sharing agreement was established with 
Canada, the board approved emergency regulations containing domestic management measures 
that would be implemented for directed sport and commercial king salmon fisheries in District 8 
and 11 marine waters.  At the February 2006 SEAK finfish meeting, the board adopted 
management provisions for directed king salmon sport fisheries in District 8 specific to the 
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Stikine River (5 AAC 47.057) and District 11 for the Taku River (5 AAC 47.021(e)).  These 
liberalized sport fishing regulations included the use of two rods per angler for resident and 
nonresident anglers, increased bag and possession limits for resident anglers, and increased bag, 
possession, and annual limits for nonresident anglers. 

Stikine River 
The Stikine River is a TBR glacial system that supports an outside-rearing stock of king salmon. 
The Stikine River originates in British Columbia and flows into central SEAK near the towns of 
Petersburg and Wrangell, and it is the largest river emptying into Southeast Alaska.  Wild smolt 
have been coded-wire tagged since 2000 to estimate smolt and adult production and harvest 
rates. In years of directed king salmon fishing, harvest rates ranged between 50% and 70%. Most 
harvests occur in the U.S. commercial gillnet and sport fisheries in District 108 near Petersburg 
and Wrangell and in Canadian gillnet and Aboriginal fisheries. 

The biological escapement goal (BEG) range for the Stikine is between 14,000 and 28,000 large 
king salmon, and escapements have been within the goal range since 2010 (Heinl et al., 2014). 

The sport harvest of large Stikine River king salmon in 2009, 2010, and 2011 was 761, 965, and 
963, respectively; all significantly lower than the average for the base level period, but also well 
below the average harvest of 2,636 fish taken during the first three years of directed fishing 
(2005–2007). 

Taku River 
The Taku River is a TBR glacial system that supports an outside-rearing stock of king salmon. 
The Taku River originates in British Columbia and drains over 17,000 square kilometers before 
it’s terminus at Taku Inlet approximately 40 km east of Juneau. Starting in 2005, during years of 
surplus production to the Taku River, directed king salmon fisheries were allowed in the marine 
waters in District 11 near Juneau and in Canada. Wild smolt were coded-wire tagged from 1976 
to 1981 and from 1993 to present. Harvest rates average about 20% in years with no directed 
king salmon fisheries and about 40% in years with directed fisheries. Most harvests occur in the 
U.S. commercial drift gillnet and sport fisheries in District 11 near Juneau and in Canadian 
gillnet and Aboriginal fisheries. 

Preseason forecasts for the large Taku River king salmon in 2012 indicated an AC but as the 
inseason information became available as fish hit the river that soon disappeared.  There was no 
AC in 2013 or 2014, thus no directed fishing implemented.  

Prior to 2009, the BEG range for the Taku was 30,000–55,000 large king salmon, but was 
updated with more recent information generating a current biological escapement goal range of 
19,000–36,000 large spawners established in 2009.  Escapements met that new goal range in 
2009–2012, but missed in 2013 and again in 2014 despite the lowered goal range (Heinl et al. 
2014).   

Alsek River 
The Alsek River is a TBR glacial system that originates in southwestern Yukon and northwestern 
British Columbia and flows into the Gulf of Alaska about 80 km southeast of Yakutat.  The 
Alsek supports an outside rearing stock of king salmon.  Directed Canadian sport and aboriginal 
fisheries occur in various upriver sections for king salmon, and some bycatch occurs in Alaska in 
the directed sockeye salmon fisheries near Yakutat and Dry Bay south of Yakutat.  Unlike other 
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SEAK king salmon systems, escapement to the Alsek includes 2-ocean (4-year old) fish.  There 
are no directed fishing arrangements in the near terminal area with Canada unlike the Stikine and 
Taku noted above.  

The BEG range for the Alsek based on counts to the Klukshu weir is 800–1,200 large fish but 
does include 2-ocean (4-year old) fish unlike the rest of SEAK systems monitored.  This stock 
experiences some of the lowest exploitation rates along the entire western Pacific coast.   

Non-TBR Management 
Unuk River 

The Unuk River also is a glacial river originating in British Columbia that flows into the 
northeast corner of Behm Canal, 85 km north of Ketchikan.  The Unuk River is the third largest 
producer of king salmon in Southeast Alaska (Pahlke 2010). Unuk River king salmon are caught 
in the sport fishery throughout the marine waters of Southeast Alaska, primarily in the Ketchikan 
management area. The department conducts an annual stock assessment of Unuk River king 
salmon and peak aerial survey counts are used as an index of escapement.  Escapement goals 
were met for 35 consecutive years, but recent performance has been below goal and was 
forecasted to do so again in 2014.  Current sport fishing regulations protect Unuk River king 
salmon with a year-round closure to salmon fishing in northern Behm Canal and contiguous 
bays, and with a limited salmon fishing season in southern Behm Canal from August 15–
April 30.   

The current biological escapement goal range of 1,800–3,800 large spawners was established in 
2009, based on a stock-recruit analysis of the 1982–2001 brood years.  This stock has 
experienced some of the sharpest declines in escapements monitored and has struggled to meet 
the goal range since 2012 (Heinl et al. 2014).  

Given poor escapement projections for 2014, management measures were implemented in the 
Ketchikan spring sport fishery in an effort to reduce the harvest of Unuk River king salmon 
(EO#1-KS-A-05-14).  In addition, the area of northern Behm Canal already closed to sport 
salmon fishing was expanded in size May 27–June 30. Further, the west Behm Canal king 
salmon bag and possession limit was reduced to one fish May 27–June 30, and liberalization of 
king salmon regulations in the Herring Bay Sport Terminal Harvest Area was postponed until 
July 1. Preliminary results of management measures implemented in 2014 suggest that the 
harvest rate in the sport fishery was approximately 2.5%; a reduction from the estimated sport 
harvest rate in 2012 (10%) and 2013 (5%). Similar conservative management measures will be 
implemented in the sport fishery during 2015 to reduce harvest of Unuk River king salmon in an 
effort to achieve the escapement goal. 

Blossum, Keta and Chickamin Rivers 
These 3 river systems empty into east Behm Canal where near terminal waters are closed to all 
fishing year round; there are no directed fishing efforts on these stocks.  Escapements are 
monitored by aerial and foot surveys, and all have met goals with few exceptions since 1999.  
There are no deliberate management actions taken to reduce harvest rates on these stocks.  BEG 
ranges are established for these stocks and methods used to assess escapements are outlined in 
Heinl et al. (2014). 
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Andrew Creek 
Andrew Creek is a clearwater tributary of the lower Stikine River, located on the mainland near 
Petersburg and Wrangell, Alaska, that supports a mostly inside-rearing stock of king salmon. 
Harvests of immature and mature Andrew Creek fish occur primarily in SEAK and to a small 
extent in northern British Columbia fisheries, based on CWT recoveries of king salmon from 
Southeast Alaska hatcheries that use Andrew Creek brood stock.  

The current biological escapement goal range of 650–1,500 large spawners was established in 
1998, based on a stock-recruit analysis.  This stock experiences higher exploitation rates in years 
when directed fishing is allowed for Stikine River fish, but escapements have been within the 
goal range in 3 of the past 5 years (Heinl et al. 2014). 

King Salmon River 
The King Salmon River is a clearwater system located on Admiralty Island, southeast of Juneau, 
Alaska, that supports a mostly inside-rearing stock of king salmon. This stock does not support 
directed fisheries but is harvested incidentally in marine waters in sport and commercial 
fisheries. There are no deliberate management actions taken to reduce harvest rates on this stock. 

The current biological escapement goal range of 120–240 large spawners was established in 
1997, based on a stock-recruit analysis of the 1971–1991 brood years, and escapements have 
been met for this stock in 3 of the past 5 years (Heinl et al. 2014). 

Chilkat River 
The Chilkat River is a glacial system located near Haines, Alaska that supports a mostly inside-
rearing stock. A relatively small terminal marine sport fishery in Chilkat Inlet targets this stock, 
which is also harvested incidentally in mixed-stock sport, and commercial drift gillnet and troll 
fisheries primarily in northern SEAK. The Chilkat stock is also harvested incidentally in Chilkat 
Inlet and Chilkat River subsistence fisheries. Chilkat Inlet fisheries that harvest this stock are 
managed according to the Lynn Canal and Chilkat River King Salmon Fishery Management Plan 
(5 AAC 33.384) to achieve escapements within the escapement goal range. 

The current biological escapement goal range of 1,750–3,500 large spawners was established in 
2003, based on a stock-recruit analysis (Heinl et al. 2014).  In 2003, the Board of Fisheries also 
adopted an inriver goal of 1,850–3,600 large fish (5 AAC 33.384) to account for incidental 
harvest in the Chilkat River subsistence sockeye salmon fishery.  Coded-wire tagging 
information suggests harvest rates have been low, at about 20% for recent brood years. 
Escapements were within or above the escapement goal range in 3 of the past 5 years. 

Prior to 2008, king salmon sport fishing in Taiya Inlet was managed to exploit hatchery-reared 
king salmon returning to Pullen Creek, with allowed retention of king salmon <28 inches total 
length, increased bag limits, and exemption from nonresident annual limits. Because coded wire 
tag recoveries showed rearing Chilkat River king salmon were harvested in Taiya Inlet, the 
retention of king salmon <28 inches total length has not been allowed since 2007, and king 
salmon bag and possession limits and nonresident annual limits in Taiya Inlet have not been 
increased above regional limits since 2010. 

In years 2012–2014, the Chilkat River king salmon pre-season forecasts projected runs that 
would support Lynn Canal harvests and would meet or exceed the inriver abundance goal range. 
Inseason data from each of these years, available in early July from the inriver escapement 
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estimation project, indicated actual abundance at or below the lower end of the goal range. In 
2012 and 2013, the management plan’s annual area fishing closures in northern Chilkat Inlet and 
in the Chilkat River were kept in place for additional time, through the end of July, to conserve 
the later part of the run (EO 1-KS-F-22-12, EO 1-S-40-12, EO 1-KS-F-18-13, EO 1-S-26-13). In 
2014, the commercial gillnet fishery in Chilkat Inlet was managed conservatively by keeping the 
northern limit at Glacier Point through the 5th week (statistical week 29) of the fishery. This 
allowed less commercial gillnet fishing area in Chilkat Inlet in June than prescribed in the below-
goal schedule in the management plan.  

Situk River 
The Situk River is a clearwater system located near Yakutat, Alaska, that supports an outside-
rearing stock of king salmon. Situk-origin king salmon are harvested primarily in directed sport, 
commercial, and subsistence fisheries located inriver, in the Situk-Ahrnklin inlet, and in nearby 
surf waters. Fisheries that target this stock are managed according to the Situk-Ahrnklin Inlet and 
Lost River King Salmon Fisheries Management Plan (5 AAC 30.365) to achieve escapements 
within the escapement goal range. Escapement estimates are based on weir counts minus 
upstream sport fishery harvests, which are estimated from an on-site creel survey and a post-
season mail-out survey. The weir has been operated annually since 1976, and was also operated 
from 1928 to 1955. 

The current biological escapement goal range of 450–1,050 large spawners was established in 
2003, based on an updated stock-recruit analysis (Heinl et al. 2014).  Escapements were below 
the escapement goal range in 3 of the past 5 years, but was within the range in 2014. 

In 2012, the preseason estimate of total run size was 500 large fish. This resulted in a total 
closure of all king salmon fishing prior to the season start (EO # 1-KS-G-08-12). The 2012 
escapement of king salmon was 321 fish. In 2013, the preseason estimate of large king salmon 
was 475 fish. This resulted in closure to king salmon fishing (EO # 1-KS-H-04-13). Inseason 
weir counts showed that the run size was larger than expected and the sport fishery was reopened 
to retention of adult salmon (>20 inches) below the Situk weir (EO # 1-KS-H-20-13). The bag 
limit was 1 fish over 20 inches. The 2013 escapement count of large king salmon was 912 fish.  
In 2014, the preseason estimate of large king salmon was 826 fish. This resulted in closure to 
king salmon retention (EO 1-KS-H-08-14). The 2014 escapement of large king salmon was 475 
fish.  

KING SALMON MANAGEMENT ISSUES AND BOARD 
PROPOSALS 

The board received six proposals for consideration at the February 2015 meeting that, if adopted, 
would modify management of the king salmon sport fishery in SEAK.  Two proposals seek  
modification of the king salmon management plan, two proposals seek to open the freshwaters 
along the Juneau road system to sport fishing for hatchery produced king salmon, one proposal 
seeks to reduce regulation complexity in the Juneau area king salmon fishery, and one seeks to 
establish a Taku River management plan. 

KING SALMON MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Proposals 157 and 158 both seek to change the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan 
(5 AAC. 47.055.). 
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Proposal 157 would reduce the king salmon size limit from 28 inches or greater in length to 26 
inches or greater in length in the Southeast Alaska Area.  A reduction in the minimum length 
from 28 to 26 inches would increase the harvest capacity of the sport fishery. Increased harvest 
efficiency would require that other restrictions be implemented, particularly in years of moderate 
or low abundance, to ensure that the sport fishery does not exceed its 20 percent allocation as 
directed by the plan. In addition, management of the Southeast Alaska king salmon fishery 
would be jeopardized because the PST king salmon abundance model requires stable fishery 
regulations, including stable length limit regulations, to accurately estimate king salmon 
abundance. The 28 inch minimum length limit has been in place for the sport fishery since 1977.  
From 1992 through 1999, the management plan allowed for increases or decreases in the 
minimum size as a management tool to reduce or increase harvests. However, the length limit 
options were not implemented because of concerns for maintaining stable fishery regimes as 
required by the PST.  The option to change the minimum length limit from 28 inches was 
removed from the management plan by the board in 2000. 

Proposal 158 seeks to eliminate inseason changes to nonresident king salmon bag and annual 
limits. The plan directs the department to implement certain management measures at specified 
levels of abundance. When the king salmon abundance index is less than or equal to 1.2 the plan 
directs the department to implement a nonresident king salmon annual limit of three king 
salmon, 28 inches or greater in length, from January 1 through June 30, two from July 1 through 
July 15, and one from July 16 through December 31.  At abundance levels above 1.51 to 2.0 the 
nonresident bag and possession limit is two king salmon in May and one king salmon for the 
remainder of the year. When abundance levels are above 2.0 the nonresident king salmon bag 
and possession limit is two fish in May and June and one for the remainder of the year.  The 
effect on harvest and fishery performance would depend on what nonresident bag, possession, 
and annual limits are set for the season.  At abundance levels of 1.2 or less, an annual limit of 
three or two king salmon would likely cause harvest to increase by 2% to 23%, based on past 
fishery performance.  This level of increase would, without some additional restrictions, result in 
the sport fishery exceeding its allocation.  At abundance levels above 1.51, a nonresident bag 
limit of two king salmon would also cause the sport allocation to be exceeded.  At abundance 
levels of 1.51 to 2.0, a nonresident bag limit of one king salmon would decrease harvest by 
approximately 2 to 5% (700 to 3,000 fish).  At abundance levels above 2.0 and a nonresident bag 
limit of one king salmon harvest would be expected to decrease by 15% to 29% (or 8,000 to 
15,000 fish).  Providing stability to the sport fishery by eliminating inseason regulatory changes, 
except those necessary for conservation purposes, is one of the four stated objectives of the plan.  
The current management prescription that reduces the nonresident annual limits from three to 
two and then one fish inseason was added to the plan in 2003.  This strategy of reducing annual 
limits inseason allowed increased nonresident opportunity for king salmon early in the season 
when other species are less abundant. Then, as abundance of other species increases, such as 
coho salmon, the nonresident opportunity for king salmon is curtailed.  Since 2003, the 
nonresident annual limit decreased inseason twice; in 2008 and 2013. 

JUNEAU FRESHWATERS 
Proposals 167 and 168 would open freshwaters along the Juneau road system to sport fishing for 
hatchery-produced king salmon.  Although no indigenous king salmon stocks are found on the 
Juneau Road System, hatchery-produced king salmon return to three release locations along the 
road system. To provide sport fishing opportunity for these king salmon, the department has 
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opened freshwaters on the Juneau road system to the taking of king salmon and allowed the use 
of bait and snagging in Fish Creek Pond June 1–August 31.  The department has used it 
emergency order authority to provide this opportunity each year since 1993. 

TAKU RIVER 
Proposal 166 would establish an effective date of April 1 for District 11 sport fishery for king 
salmon and rescind the closure in the upper Taku Inlet. Current regulations direct the department 
to liberalize sport fishing regulations in District 11 in years when the preseason forecast for Taku 
River king salmon provides for an allowable catch.  In those years, anglers may use two rods 
while fishing for king salmon in District 11 from April 25 through June 30.  The resident bag and 
possession limit is three king salmon 28 inches or greater length.  The non-resident bag and 
possession limit is two king salmon 28 inches or greater in length with an annual limit of five 
king salmon.  In years with no allowable catch, the regionwide regulations apply and the waters 
of upper Taku Inlet are closed to king salmon retention April 16–June 14. Regulations to 
increase harvest opportunity of hatchery produced king salmon returning to the immediate 
Juneau terminal harvest area are established by EO annually.  These regulations liberalize bag, 
possession, and size limits for all anglers and rescind the nonresident annual limit in the THA. 
The remainder of the Juneau area is under the regional king salmon regulations established under 
the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan, which direct the department to establish 
specific regionwide limits for resident and nonresident anglers and annual limits for nonresidents 
anglers at various levels of king salmon abundance (as measured under the PST).   

Regulations for the king salmon sport fishery near Juneau are complex. Three separate regulatory 
plans lead to significant changes in allowable gear and harvest limits on different dates 
throughout the season, and in overlapping areas. The location and dates of the closed area at the 
head of Taku Inlet, and whether or not the closure is in effect for the current year, presents one 
source of confusion.  Rescinding the closed area will eliminate this complexity.  

When and where two rods are allowed, further adds to the complexity.  Currently, anglers are 
allowed the use of two rods in Southeast Alaska when targeting winter king salmon through 
March 31 under regionwide regulations.  Gear is reduced by regionwide regulation to one rod on 
April 1. An additional rod is again allowed, by EO, in District 11 (only) beginning April 25 
during years when there is an allowable catch for the Taku River.  Moving the effective date to 
April 1 would provide continuity in the use of two rods in District 11 during years when an 
allowable catch is forecast.  Regulations to harvest hatchery king salmon returning to the 
immediate Juneau THA would still need to be issued under emergency order authority annually. 

Charter logbook information from 2006 to 2013 shows a combined total harvest of 21 king salmon 
in the entire Taku Inlet, of which the closed area is a portion.  Creel data from 2005 to 2011 
indicates liberalized regulations during years of an allowable catch increased king salmon 
harvest in District 11 by an average of approximately 14%.  The average annual harvest (2005–
2013) of Taku River king salmon in the District 11 sport fishery is approximately 1,000. 

The department is neutral on the allocative aspects of proposal 166, but are opposed to 
implementing regulations that would increase harvest of Taku king salmon when escapement is 
expected to be low.  The department would continue to manage to achieve Taku River king salmon 
escapement through its emergency order authority.  However, the department is in favor of 
simplifying king salmon sport fishing regulations in the Juneau area.  Anglers and the department 
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would benefit from reduced complexity and reduced confusion currently caused by the frequent 
changes in bag limits, annual limits, and methods and means. 

Proposal 174 seeks to establish a Taku River King Salmon Management Plan. The proposed plan 
would implement a one king salmon bag limit in the sport fishery near Juneau (Districts 11, 12 
and 14) and close king salmon retention in the commercial spring troll fisheries in District 14 
when the preseason forecast of large Taku River king salmon falls below 27,500. 

The Taku River has a Biological Escapement Goal (BEG) range of 19,000 to 36,000 large king 
salmon, with a point goal of 25,500 fish.  Escapement estimates are generated through a stock 
assessment program using both inriver mark-recapture methods and aerial spawning grounds 
surveys.  Since 2009, (the year the current BEG was established) the king salmon escapement to 
the Taku has fallen within the specified goal range five of six years with an average escapement 
(2009–2014) of 23,354 large king salmon. The only year in which escapement was below the 
BEG was 2013, with an estimate of 18,000 large king salmon.   

Taku River king salmon are an outside-rearing stock (Gulf of Alaska and Bering Sea) and are 
therefore typically not subject to harvest during their rearing years (sublegals) within SEAK.  Taku 
River king salmon are primarily harvested while migrating through northern SEAK as mature 
(legal) adults, on their way to spawn during April, May, and June.  

Based on genetic stock identification (GSI) analyses, an average of less than 4,700 Taku River king 
salmon have been harvested annually in the Southeast Alaska sport, troll and gillnet fisheries during 
2010–2013.  Since 2005, sport anglers fishing in District 11 have fished under 1, 2, and 3 fish bag 
limit scenarios. The average sport harvest estimate of Taku River king salmon caught in District 11 
from 2005 to 2013 was 1,039 with a range of 257 (2013) to 2,476  (2005). 

The District 14 spring troll fisheries are managed to target enhanced king and chum salmon. District 
14 is a migratory corridor for both enhanced king and chum salmon stocks returning to several 
hatcheries and remote release sites on the inside waters. Spring fishery areas are closely monitored 
on a weekly basis to assess the harvest of PST king salmon.  Harvest in that fishery is limited 
according to the percentage of Alaska hatchery fish taken in a fishery area as directed by the Spring 
Troll Fishery Management Plan (5 AAC 29.090).  Taku River king salmon harvest data in the 
commercial spring troll fisheries within District 14 averaged 1,160 fish from 2005–2011. However, 
catches in 2012–2013 were few and insufficient to generate a meaningful estimate of harvest which 
is in line with poor returns.   

The department is neutral on the allocative aspects of proposal 174 and to the establishment of a 
Taku River Management Plan.  The department has the ability, through its emergency order 
authority, to restrict Juneau area fisheries as needed to help achieve the Taku River escapement 
goal.    
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Appendix A1.–History of king salmon management in Southeast Alaska 1980–1999. 
 
Prior to 1992, the sport fishery for king salmon was managed using general regionwide 
regulations to conserve wild stocks and to provide an opportunity to harvest SEAK wild and 
hatchery stocks.  Bag limits were established by emergency order and ranged from two to three 
fish while length limits ranged from a no size limit to a 28 in minimum size requirement.  

Monitoring the sport fisheries in SEAK was accomplished primarily by creel survey programs 
which provided inseason and early postseason effort, harvest and hatchery contribution estimates 
by fishery.  Final harvest estimates were obtained in approximately late June of the following 
year from the Statewide Harvest Survey (SWHS). The SWHS is a postal survey sent to a random 
sample of license holders, and since it was a mail out survey, multiple mailings occurs and time 
to process submitted information resulted in the long delay.  Creel surveys were conducted in 
Juneau through the entire time period, Ketchikan from 1985–1991, and in Petersburg and 
Wrangell from 1983–1989.  In 1986, surveys were initiated in Sitka with support from 
US/Canada funds, but surveys in Sitka, Petersburg, and Wrangell were discontinued midseason 
in 1989 when these funds became unavailable.  Salmon derbies were sampled for CWTs in 1990 
in Sitka and in 1991 in Petersburg, Wrangell, and Sitka.  

Sport harvest of king salmon was fairly stable from 1985 to 1988, averaging about 24,500 fish 
(including Alaska hatchery fish)1.  In 1989, however, sport harvest began a rapid increase due 
primarily to increases in fishing effort and harvest in outer coastal areas in Sitka and PWI as well 
as increases in hatchery returns.  Total harvest increased from 31,100 in 1989 to 60,500 in 1991.  
Unfortunately these increases occurred at a time when monitoring of sport fisheries had been 
virtually eliminated in Sitka, and CWT sampling in the Petersburg and Wrangell fisheries was 
also reduced or eliminated (1990).  Due to the rapid increase in harvest, coupled with a decline in 
fishery monitoring, the 1990 sport harvest estimate obtained from creel surveys (38,200 fish) 
was 25% below the final total harvest estimate of 51,200 obtained from the SWHS.   

In 1990, the final treaty harvest estimate of 41,360 fish was about double the average harvest for 
the previous five years (22,283 treaty king salmon).  This trend continued in 1991, when the sport 
treaty harvest increased to 45,144.  Due to the rapid rise in king salmon sport harvests, the Alaska 
Trollers Association submitted a request to the board in November 1991 to allocate a fixed 
percentage of the harvest limit to the troll fleet and establish an allocation for the sport fishery.  
The board subsequently met in 1992 and provided an allocation to the sport fishery-17% of the 
harvest limit after subtracting the net allocation of 20,000 fish.  At the same time, the board also 
adopted the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan (5AAC 47.055.), which directed the 
department to manage the marine sport fishery for its allocation and provided regulatory authorities 
and guidelines to implement the plan.  The regulatory authorities included options to change bag 
limits, size limits, and gear restrictions to increase or reduce the sport harvest to meet the 
allocation. The objectives of this plan were to: 1) allow uninterrupted sport fishing in marine 
waters for king salmon, while not exceeding the allocation and; 2) to minimize regulatory 
restrictions on unguided anglers, who harvest king salmon at a lower CPUE than do guided anglers 
fishing from charter vessels.  Under the plan, limits of two king salmon per day, two in possession, 
with a minimum size limit of 28 inches were to remain in effect in SEAK/Yakutat marine waters 
until it was projected (either preseason or inseason) that the total harvest would  
deviate by more than the management range from the inseason management target.

1 Alaska Sport Fishing Survey database [Intranet]. 1996– . Anchorage, AK: Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Sport Fish (cited 
December, 2014). Available from: https://intra.sf.adfg.state.ak.us/swhs_est/. 
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The management range was set by regulation at 7.5% (e.g., 3,100 fish for an allocation of 41,310 
fish).  The inseason management target was defined as the current year’s allocation plus or minus 
cumulative deviations from past allocations.  

In order to implement the new management plan, the creel survey program was expanded to more 
extensively monitor the sport fishery and improve inseason and postseason estimates of harvest.  
Surveys in Sitka, Wrangell, and Petersburg were reinstated and a creel survey was initiated in 
Craig (converted to a catch sampling program in 1993 to provide better stock composition 
estimates). CWTs were recovered during creel surveys and by voluntary programs at remote 
lodges scattered throughout the region to estimate the contribution of Alaska hatchery stocks.   

Data from the creel surveys were used to project the total sport harvest of treaty king salmon on 
an inseason basis. Harvest and hatchery contribution estimates were made every two weeks.  The 
biweekly estimates were combined with the following data to project the total harvest of king 
salmon in SEAK sport fisheries: 

1. harvest timing data for the king fisheries from past onsite surveys; 
2. ratios of past SWHS harvest estimates within a given area to the creel survey estimates 

for the same area; 
3. the ratio of the total SWHS harvest, including areas not sampled in onsite programs 

(Yakutat, Glacier Bay, and Haines/Skagway), to the areas sampled in onsite programs 
(Ketchikan, Prince of Wales, Petersburg/Wrangell, Sitka, and Juneau); and 

4. comparisons of past hatchery contribution data for surveyed fisheries to current year data 
as collected. 

The most important dates for the inseason harvest projections were June 15, July 1, and July 15. 
Because the bulk of the king salmon fishery occurred between the middle of May and the middle 
of July, early season projections were necessary to effectively limit the harvest.  Harvest per unit 
effort (HPUE) for king salmon was also determined every week and compared with past 
averages to assess current year performance of the fishery.  
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Appendix A2.–Management of the sport fishery under the original Southeast Alaska King Salmon 
Management Plan—1992–1993. 

Overview of Management Decisions - 1992 

In 1992, the preseason harvest forecast exceeded the 7.5% management range.  Therefore, on 
May 15, a one fish bag limit was implemented for all anglers and charter boat operators and crew 
were prohibited from retaining king salmon.  These restrictions were subsequently repealed on 
July 28 when it was determined by inseason monitoring that the sport harvest would not reach 
the management target.  The final treaty harvest of 35,346 fish was below the sport allocation by 
5,964 fish.  

Overview of Management Decisions - 1993 

In 1993, the preseason harvest projection indicated that a two fish bag limit was the 
appropriate regulation to stay within the allocation.  However, an inseason harvest projection 
exceeded the management range and a one fish bag limit for all anglers, downrigger ban on all 
anglers, and prohibition on retention of king salmon by charter boat operators and crew were 
implemented on June 17.  The downrigger ban was rescinded on August 16, 1993 to allow 
anglers to use downriggers to fish for coho salmon.  The final treaty harvest, 42,677 exceeded 
the sport allocation by 3,067.  The emergency order reducing the bag limit to one king salmon 
and banning take by charter operators and crew expired on December 31, 1993. 
 

The following table summarizes the sport fishery harvest limit and harvest that occurred under 
the original Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan, 1992–1993.  Over the two years 
of the plan, the sport fishery harvested 2,897 fish fewer than its allocation. 

Harvest 1992 1993 
Sport allocation 41,310 39,610 
Sport treaty harvest 35,346 42,677 
Deviation from allocation 5,964 -3,067 
Cumulative deviation from allocation/target 5,964 2,897 
Alaska hatchery add-on 7,546 6,569 
Total sport harvest 42,892 49,246 
Total Alaska Hatchery 9,464 8,321 
Basis of harvest limits (after subtracting net allocation) 17% of 243,000 17% of 243,000 minus 1,700 
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Appendix A3.–Management of the sport fishery under the revised Southeast Alaska King Salmon 
Management Plan —1994–1996. 
 

In early 1994, the board increased the allocation to the sport fishery from 17% to 18%, and then 
to 19% in 1995, and 20% in 1996.  Other than the increase in allocation, the management plan 
remained essentially unchanged.  During this period, PSC negotiations to arrive at the treaty 
harvest limit were protracted and generally were not completed until late June.  By late June, as 
much as 85% of the sport harvest had already been taken, making it very difficult to manage the 
sport fishery to achieve the objectives of the management plan.  

Creel survey monitoring for 1994–1996 generally continued as during 1992–1993, however, the 
Petersburg and Wrangell surveys were converted to catch sampling programs to provide better 
stock composition estimates.  Sampling in the Sitka area was also increased to provide better 
estimates of harvests and stock contributions.  

Summary of Management Decisions - 1994 

The preseason harvest forecast for 1994 with a two fish bag limit was 50,000 fish.  Since the sport 
allocation had not yet been negotiated, the early season sport fishery had to be managed based on a 
guess of what the harvest limit would be.  Based on a combined sport underage of 2,897 fish from 
the previous seasons and an expected harvest limit of 263,000, the 18% sport allocation would 
have been 47,000.  Under this scenario, no inseason actions would have been necessary because 
the projected harvest of 50,000 was within the 7.5% management range of the expected allocation.  
However, preseason consultations for a Section 7 Permit under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
were ongoing with National Marine Fisheries Service.  With the results of the consultations 
unknown, it was decided to manage conservatively.  On April 15, a one fish bag limit and 
prohibition on retention of king salmon by charter boat operators and crew were implemented.  
The final harvest limit was set in late June at 240,000 fish, which made the sport fish allocation 
39,000.  The more restrictive regulations were rescinded on July 1 when sport harvest was lower 
than expected.  A three fish bag limit was implemented on July 30 but did little to increase harvest.  
The final sport harvest, 35,467, was below the sport allocation by 4,133 fish.  

Summary of Management Decisions - 1995 

The preseason forecast for 1995 with a two fish bag limit was 40,000 king salmon.  ESA 
consultations were again ongoing and the allocation was unknown in early May when the sport 
fishery commenced.  Therefore, early season management decisions were made based on an 
anticipated all-gear harvest limit of 230,000 fish.  Based on this harvest limit and an allocation of 
19%, the sport allocation of 40,000 matched closely with the preseason forecast and therefore no 
management actions were taken.  Alaska continued managing for this harvest limit until August 
17 when the commercial king salmon fisheries were closed by court order (and a harvest cap of 
2,000 additional king salmon was placed on the sport fishery).  In response to the court order, the 
bag limit for the sport fishery was reduced to one fish from August 17 through October 3.  The 
postseason sport treaty harvest was 35,496.  But, because of the court order, actual allocations 
for the sport and commercial fisheries were never established.  One interpretation is that the sport 
allocation would be determined by taking 19% of the actual combined sport and troll harvest, or 
about 29,500.  Under this scenario, the sport harvest exceeded its harvest limit by 5,996.  
Another interpretation is that each fishery’s, allocation would equal their actual harvest.  It is 
unclear to this day how to interpret results from this fishing season.  

-continued- 
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Summary of Management Decisions - 1996 

For the 1996 season, king availability was forecast to be similar to 1995, and so it was expected 
that about 35,000 treaty king salmon would be taken with a two fish bag limit.  At the beginning 
of the season, a number of scenarios were discussed with all-gear harvest limits ranging from 
120,000 to 180,000.  No harvest limit was announced, however, and the season began with a two 
fish bag limit and early season catches were below normal.  Although no harvest limit was 
finalized, it was decided in early June that harvests should be limited by a one fish bag limit 
because indications were that the harvest limit would be less than the harvest of 175,000 in 1995.  
Therefore on June 15, the bag limit was reduced to one fish and charter boat operators and crews 
were prohibited from retaining king salmon.  The postseason harvest was 38,975 treaty king 
salmon.  The final harvest limit was established as a range between 140,000 and 155,000 fish.  
The 20 percent sport allocation ranged from 24,000 to 27,000 with a mid-point of 25,500.  
Assuming the mid-point allocation, the sport overage in 1996 was about 13,475 treaty fish.  

The following table summarizes the sport fishery harvest limit and harvest that occurred under 
the revised Southeast King Salmon Management Plan, 1994–1996.  Because no harvest limit was 
ever established for 1995, it is difficult to assess the cumulative harvest deviation for the sport 
fishery.  However, assuming that the 1995 harvest limit was equal to the harvest, the sport 
fishery exceeded its cumulative harvest limit by 9,342 fish over the three years that this plan was 
in effect. 

Year 

Sport 
harvest 

limit 

Sport 
treaty 

harvest 

Deviation 
from 

harvest 
limit 

Cumulative 
deviation from 

harvest 
limit/target 

Alaska 
hatchery 

add-on 

Total 
sport 

harvest 

Total 
Alaska 

Hatchery 

Basis of harvest 
limit (after 

subtracting net 
allocation) 

1994 39,600 35,467 4,133 4,133 6,898 42,365 9,083 18% of 220,000 

1995 ª 35,496 ª ª 14,171 49,667 16,524 ª 

1996 25,500 38,975 -13,475 -9,342 13,177 57,508 14,511 20% of 127,500 
a There was no negotiated harvest limit in 1995.  
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Appendix A4.–Management of the sport fishery under the second revision of the Southeast Alaska 
King Salmon Management Plan—1997–1999. 

In June of 1996, Alaska and the treaty representatives for the Southern U.S. signed a letter of 
agreement to manage king fisheries based primarily upon abundance.  Under this approach, an 
initial harvest limit is set based upon a preseason abundance forecast.  After the first opening in 
the troll fishery, the harvest limit could be modified in late July based on catch rates in the troll 
fishery, which were believed to be a more reliable indicator of abundance.  Although fishery 
managers supported this approach, it meant that the final harvest limit would not be known until 
after most sport harvest had occurred, and therefore adjustments would be ineffective in 
managing the sport fishery to achieve its share of the harvest limit.  Therefore, there was a need 
to modify the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan to make it more workable under 
this abundance-based approach.  

In early 1997, concerns with the existing management plan were brought to the attention of the 
board, who subsequently revised the management plan and allocation scheme.  Under the revised 
management plan a two fish bag limit was in place until the preseason AI was established.  Once 
a preseason index and initial harvest limit were obtained, department staff were to project what 
the annual sport harvest would be under one, two, and three fish bag limits and then implement 
the bag limit that came closest to obtaining the 20% allocation (based on the preseason AI).  The 
harvest projected for the selected bag limit then became the sport fishery allocation, and 
additional management measures (as listed in the previous management plan) were to be 
implemented only if the sport harvest deviated more than 7.5% (approximately 3,000 fish) from 
this ‘adjusted harvest target.’  Inseason adjustments to the all-gear king harvest limit based on 
commercial troll fishery performance were to have no effect on management of the sport fishery.  
The commercial troll fishery was to be managed to harvest the difference between the adjusted 
harvest target for the sport fishery and the all-gear harvest limit less the net allocation.  Only the 
portion of the deviation from the management target that is within the 7.5% management range 
was to be carried forward to future years.  

The board also prohibited retention of king salmon by charter vessel operators and crew while 
chartering (year-round) and prohibited the number of lines fished from a vessel engaged in 
charter activities from exceeding the number of paying clients onboard.  A four king salmon (28 
inches or more) annual limit for nonresident anglers was also passed by the board, with a 
provision that it would be increased to five if the AI was 1.5 or greater.  A management plan for 
Wrangell Narrows/Blind Slough fisheries for returns of king salmon to Crystal Lake hatchery 
was also implemented.  

Creel survey monitoring generally continued as during 1994–1996.  Estimates of stock 
contribution were improved by an increase in CWT sampling rates in 1998 when anglers were 
prohibited, by emergency order, from heading or filleting king (and coho) salmon on the fishing 
grounds at ports monitored with creel survey or catch sampling programs.  Sampling rates for 
CWTs were also increased in some ports due to addition of samplers dedicated to this task.  

-continued- 
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Summary of Management Decisions–1997 

In 1997, the “preseason” AI was not announced until June 17. The “initial” 20% allocation from 
the harvest limit of 277,000 was 51,300 treaty fish.  At this time, enactment of a one fish bag 
limit was projected to limit the treaty harvest to 53,800 treaty fish, which became the 
management target.  A one fish bag limit was implemented on July 7 and remained in effect 
through December 31. 

Subsequently, the harvest limit was increased to a range from 277,000 to 302,000.  The 
postseason harvest estimate of 53,305 was 495 fish below the harvest target, but less than the 
lower bound of the 7.5% management range and therefore not carried over to the 1998 fishery. 

Summary of Management Decisions–1998 

The 1998 fishery began with below average sport harvests in the inside fisheries and the 
“preseason” AI (resulting in a 263,000 fish harvest limit) was not announced until June 25.  At 
this time, it was projected that 41,200 treaty king salmon would be harvested by continuing with 
a two fish bag limit while a three fish bag limit would result in a harvest of 41,700 fish, both 
below the 20% allocation of 48,600.  As directed under the management plan, the harvest target 
for the season became 41,700, and the bag limit was increased to three fish on July 3.  Due to 
higher than expected harvest of king salmon during August in Craig and Sitka, the upper bound 
of the harvest target management range was exceeded.  Therefore on September 9, the bag limit 
was reduced to one.  The postseason estimate of 46,303 exceeded the harvest target by 4,603 
fish.  Therefore the 1,475 treaty fish above the 7.5% management range of 3,126 were subtracted 
from the initial 20% allocation in 1999 prior to setting bag limits and harvest targets.  

Summary of Management Decisions–1999 

In 1999, the preseason AI was released June 28.  In late June, the new treaty agreement was also 
signed, which resulted in a significant reduction of the king salmon harvest limit for SEAK, 
especially at the lower AI.  A preseason all-gear harvest limit of 192,800 resulted in a 20% sport 
allocation of 35,182, which was reduced to 33,697 after subtraction of the 1,475 fish from the 
1998 overage.  When the AI was received in late June, the sport fishery was projected to take 
42,800 treaty fish under a one fish bag limit.  Therefore, a one fish bag limit was implemented on 
July 3, and 42,800 became the sport harvest target for 1999.  Harvests in the sport fishery were 
again higher than expected.  

-continued- 
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The following table summarizes the sport fishery harvest limit and harvest that occurred under 
the revised Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan, 1997–1999.  Over the three years 
of the plan, the sport fishery harvest exceeded the harvest target of treaty fish by a cumulative 
total of 14,466 fish.  Because “preseason” AIs were not obtained prior to mid-June during 1997–
1999, regulation changes made in early July when sport harvests were declining rapidly did not 
have an appreciable effect on harvests.  Also, projections of final sport harvests made inseason 
were inaccurate and unreliable at predicting postseason harvest.  Over the three years of the plan, 
the sport fishery harvest exceeded the harvest target of treaty fish by a cumulative total of 14,466 
fish.  

Year 

Sport 
harvest 

limit 

Adjusted 
harvest 
target 

Sport 
treaty 

harvest 

Deviation 
from 

harvest 
limit 

Cumulative 
deviation from 

harvest 
limit/target 

Alaska 
hatchery 
add-on 

Total 
sport 

harvest 

Total 
Alaska 

Hatchery 

Basis of harvest 
limit (after 

subtracting net 
allocation) 

1997 51,300 53,800 53,305 495 495 11,858 71,524 13,522 20% of 256,500 
1998 48,600 41,700 46,303 -4,603 -4,108 7,094 55,013 8,361 20% of 243,000 
1999 35,172 42,800 53,158 -10,358 14,466 17,578 72,081 19,657 20% of 161,000 
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Appendix A5.–Management actions—2000–2008. 

2000 
In late April 2000, a preseason AI of 1.01 was announced.  This index resulted in an all-gear 
harvest limit of 152,850 fish, of which the 20% sport fish allocation totaled 27,535.  Given that 
the preseason AI was less than 1.1, the newly revised management plan required that bag limits 
for all anglers and annual limits for nonresident anglers be reduced.  Therefore, the king salmon 
bag and possession limit in marine waters of SEAK was decreased to one fish 28 inches or more 
in length on May 3, 2000.  In addition, the annual limit for nonresident anglers was decreased 
from four to two.  It was projected that these regulatory changes would decrease the sport harvest 
to 34,100 treaty king salmon. 
Because the 20% allocation of 27,535 would still be exceeded, additional regulations were 
needed to reduce the harvest from 34,100.  Therefore, on June 3, four additional harvest 
restrictions were imposed:  

1. retention and possession of king salmon was prohibited if more than four lines were 
being fished from a chartered vessel from June 3 through June 30;  

2. nonresident anglers and anglers fishing from a chartered vessel could not retain king 
salmon on any Wednesday from June 3 through July 31;  

3. nonresident anglers and anglers fishing from a chartered vessel could not retain king 
salmon from August 1 through September 30; and  

4. nonresident anglers and anglers fishing from a chartered vessel could not retain king 
salmon within two areas of the outside coast around Sitka and the west and south coasts 
of PWI from July 12 through July 31. 

The first three restrictions applied to all marine waters in SEAK, including Yakutat, except for 
terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to harvest excess Alaska hatchery king 
salmon.  In aggregate, these four restrictions were projected to reduce the harvest down to the 
harvest target.  Normally, these restrictions would have been placed into effect by May 1; 
however, implementation was delayed in 2000 because the revised management plan was not 
officially in effect until late May.  
On June 5, the Alaska Sportfish Council filed for a temporary restraining order (TRO) to block 
implementation of the four restrictions on nonresident anglers and anglers fishing from a 
chartered vessel that went into effect on June 3.  The request for a TRO was denied and then a 
“preliminary injunction” hearing was held in Juneau on June 14 based on the filing.  The motion 
for a preliminary injunction was also denied.  
In late June, review of results from the king model used to estimate coastwide abundance 
indicated that prior changes to the model were incorrect.  Correction of the straying rates and a 
“recalibration” of the model resulted in a revised AI for SEAK of 1.14.  Because, under the 
management plan, an AI of 1.1 to 1.2 results in a one fish bag limit and three fish nonresident 
annual limit, the four restrictions detailed above concerning the charter and nonresident fishery 
were rescinded on June 27.  In addition, the nonresident annual limit for king salmon was 
increased from two to three. The one fish bag limit for all anglers and three fish annual limit for 
nonresident anglers remained in place for the rest of the year. 
The late June revision of the preseason AI (1.14) resulted in a 34,627-fish allocation to the sport 
fishery.  The postseason estimate of treaty harvest was 41,439 fish, which was 6,812 fish above 
the 20% allocation based on the preseason AI. 
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2001 
The 2001 preseason AI of 1.14 was announced by May 1.  This level of abundance resulted in an 
all gear harvest limit of 189,900 and a sport allocation of 34,627.  According to the plan, the 
sport regulations remained at one fish for all anglers with a three fish annual limit for 
nonresidents.  Despite the reduced bag limit, harvests remained higher than expected, especially 
late in the season.  The estimated harvest was 44,725, and based on the preseason AI, exceeded 
the sport allocation by 10,098 fish.  

2002 
The 2002 preseason AI, 1.74, was significantly higher than the prior two years.  This level of 
abundance resulted in an all gear harvest limit of 356,500 and a sport allocation of 66,514.  
According to the plan, when the preseason AI is greater than 1.5 the bag limit for resident 
anglers is two fish.  However, because the sport fishery had a cumulative overage from prior 
years, nonresidents were limited to a one fish bag limit and a three fish annual limit.  These 
regulations became effective by emergency order on April 27, 2002.  The estimated sport harvest 
of treaty king was 45,504 fish, which was 21,010 below the 20% allocation based on the 
preseason AI.  
The following table summarizes the sport fishery allocation and harvest that occurred since the 
implementation of the abundance-based treaty agreement (1999–2002).  This time period 
encompasses two different versions of the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan 
(1999 and 2000–2002).  During the first two years of the treaty agreement, king abundance was 
low, and the sport fishery exceeded its allocation by a combined total of 24,788 fish.  During the 
next two years, king abundance increased and the cumulative sport overage was reduced to 
13,876 fish.  

2003 
In April 2003, a preseason AI of 1.79 was announced.  This index resulted in an all-gear harvest 
limit of 366,100 fish, of which the 20% sport fish allocation totaled 68,352.  Given that the 
preseason AI was greater than 1.2, the newly revised management plan required a two fish bag 
limit for residents and a one fish bag limit and three fish annual limit for nonresident anglers.  
These regulations were implemented by an emergency order that became effective on May 1, 
2003.  These regulations applied to all marine waters in SEAK, including Yakutat, except for 
terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to harvest excess Alaska hatchery king 
salmon.  These restrictions were expected to reduce the sport harvest to well below the 20% 
sport harvest target.  
The estimate of treaty harvest for the sport fishery in 2003 was 49,239 fish. This was 19,113 
below the 20% allocation based on the preseason AI. 

2004 
The 2004 preseason AI of 1.88 was announced on April 6.  This level of abundance resulted in 
an all gear harvest limit of 383,500 and a sport allocation of 71,682.  According to the plan, the 
sport fishery bag limits remained at two fish for residents, and one fish with a three fish annual 
limit for nonresidents.  These regulations applied to all marine waters in SEAK, including 
Yakutat, except for terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to harvest excess 
Alaska hatchery king salmon.  These restrictions were expected to reduce the sport harvest to 
well below the 20% sport harvest target.  
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The end-of-season estimate of treaty harvest was 55,413 fish, which was 16,269 fish below the 
20% allocation based on the preseason AI. 

2005 

The 2005 preseason AI of 2.05 was announced in mid-April.  The resulting all-gear harvest limit 
was 416,400 and the sport allocation was 77,979.  Based on the performance of the sport fishery 
during the prior three years of high king abundance (in which the sport fishery under harvested 
its allocation by a total of 69,086 fish), the department decided to request permission from the 
board to issue an emergency regulation that would implement more liberal regulations than 
allowed under the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan.  The board agreed to this 
approach for increasing harvest opportunity in the sport fishery, and on May 3, 2005 the resident 
bag limit was increased to three fish and the nonresident annual limit was increased from three to 
five fish.  The nonresident bag and possession limits remained at one fish.  These regulations 
were in place throughout SEAK from May 3, 2005 through August 30, 2005.  Prior to and after 
that time the regulations were in effect, the regulations mandated by the Southeast Alaska King 
Salmon Management Plan applied (resident two fish bag limit, nonresident one fish bag limit, 
nonresident three fish annual limit).  

The end-of-season estimate of treaty harvest was 63,370 fish, which was 14,609 fish below the 
20% allocation based on the preseason AI. 

2006 

In April 2006, a preseason AI of 1.69 was announced.  This index resulted in an all-gear harvest 
limit of 346,800 fish, of which the 20% sport fish allocation less the net harvest totaled 64,166 
fish.  Given that the preseason AI was greater than 1.5, the newly revised management plan 
required a three fish bag limit for residents, a two fish in May and one fish bag limit for the 
remainder of the year for nonresidents, and a four fish annual limit for nonresident anglers.  In 
addition, the use of two rods per angler was also allowed from October 2006 through March 
2007 as directed by the plan.  These regulations were implemented by Emergency Order 1-KS-
R-02-06 that became effective on May 1, 2006.  These regulations applied to all marine waters in 
SEAK, including Yakutat, except for terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to 
harvest excess Alaska hatchery king salmon.  These restrictions were expected to maintain the 
sport harvest within the 20% average sport harvest target.  
The estimate of treaty harvest for the sport fishery in 2006 was 69,838 fish. This was 5,672 fish 
above the 20% allocation based on the preseason AI (Table 4).  

2007 
The 2007 preseason AI of 1.60 was announced in April.  This level of abundance resulted in an all 
gear harvest limit of 329,400 and a sport allocation of 60,937.  Given that the preseason AI was 
again greater than 1.5, the management plan required a three fish bag limit for residents, a two fish 
in May and one fish bag limit for the remainder of the year for nonresidents, and a four fish annual 
limit for nonresident anglers.  In addition, the use of two rods per angler was also allowed from 
October 2007 through March 2008 as per the plan.  These regulations were implemented by 
Emergency Order 1-KS-R-02-07 that became effective on May 1, 2007.  These regulations applied 
to all marine waters in SEAK, including Yakutat, except for terminal harvest areas established by 
emergency order to harvest excess Alaska hatchery king salmon.  These restrictions were expected 
to maintain the sport harvest within the 20% average sport harvest target.  
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The estimate of treaty harvest for the sport fishery in 2007 was 61,871 fish.  This was 934 fish 
above the 20% allocation based on the preseason AI (Table 4).  Based on preseason estimates of 
abundance and harvest, the sport fishery took 20.3% of the all-gear harvest limit less the net 
harvest. 

2008 

The 2008 preseason AI of 1.07 was announced in early April, resulting in an all gear harvest 
limit of 170,000 fish, of which the 20% sport allocation less the net harvest totaled 31,353 fish.  
This was a 48% reduction in the number of king salmon allocated to the sport fishery in 2007.  
The department issued Emergency Order 1-KS-R-03-08 on April 9 which enacted all 
management measures in the plan for AIs below 1.1 and above 1.0.  These management 
measures in the plan were substantially modified by the board in 2003; this was the first time any 
of these management measures had been used.  After implementation of the emergency order, 
questions arose within the department and from the public pertaining to the August exception for 
the Juneau sport fishing derby (the derby dates had changed) and how the four-line limit should 
be applied.  The department sought clarification on the implementation of these management 
measures by polling the board, the results of which are detailed above in the section 
“Management Plan 2006–2008.”  

According to the modified plan, the sport fish bag limit was one fish for resident anglers.  The 
nonresident bag limit was one fish during May 1–July 15 and October 1–December 31.  From 
July 16-September 30, the nonresident bag limit was one fish 48 inches or greater in length. 

The nonresident harvest limit (an annual limit that decreases during the year) was three fish 28 
inches or greater in length January 1-June 30; two fish 28 inches or greater in length, July 1-July 
15; one fish 48 inches or greater in length, July 16-September 30 and one fish 28 inches or 
greater in length October 1–December 31.  Any fish 28 inches or greater in length harvested by a 
nonresident anger earlier in the year applied toward their harvest limit. 

These regulations were implemented by Emergency Order 1-KS-R-09-08 that became effective 
on May 2, 2008.  These regulations applied to all marine waters in SEAK, including Yakutat, 
except for terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to harvest excess Alaska 
hatchery king salmon.  These restrictions were expected to reduce the sport harvest within the 
20% average sport harvest target. 

The estimate of treaty harvest for the sport fishery in 2008 was 32,670 fish.  This was 1,318 fish 
above the 20% allocation based on the preseason AI (Table 4).  Based on preseason estimates of 
abundance and harvest, the sport fishery took 20.8% of the all-gear harvest limit less the net 
harvest. 

2009 

The 2009 preseason AI of 1.33 was announced in April.  This level of abundance resulted in an 
all gear harvest limit of 218,800, of which the 20% allocation less the net harvest totaled 40,409 
king salmon.  Given that the preseason king salmon AI was greater than 1.2 and less than or 
equal to 1.5, the newly revised management plan required a two fish bag limit for residents, a 
one fish bag limit for nonresidents, and a three fish annual limit for nonresident anglers.  In 
addition, the use of two rods per angler was also allowed from October 2009 through March 
2010 by residents as per the plan.   
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These regulations were implemented by Emergency Order 1-KS-R-01-09 that became effective 
on April 1, 2009.  These regulations applied to all marine waters in SEAK, including Yakutat, 
except for terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to harvest excess Alaska 
hatchery king salmon.  These restrictions were expected to maintain the sport harvest within the 
20% average sport harvest target.  

The estimate of treaty harvest for the sport fishery in 2009 was 48,088 fish.  This was 7,681 fish 
above the 20% allocation based on the preseason AI (Table 4).  Based on preseason estimates of 
abundance and harvest, the sport fishery took 23.8% of the all-gear harvest limit less the net 
harvest. 

2010 

The 2010 preseason king salmon AI of 1.35 was announced in late March.  The resulting all-gear 
harvest limit was 221,800 fish, of which the 20% allocation less the net harvest totaled 40,966 
fish.  According to the plan the sport fishery bag limits remained at two fish for residents, and a 
one fish with a three fish annual limit for nonresidents.  Resident anglers were allowed the use of 
two rods per angler from October 2010 through March 2011 as directed by the plan.  These 
regulations were implemented by Emergency Order 1-KS-R-02-10 that became effective on 
April 1, 2010.  These regulations applied to all marine waters in SEAK, including Yakutat, 
except for terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to harvest excess Alaska 
hatchery king salmon.  These restrictions were expected to maintain the sport harvest within the 
20% average sport harvest target.  The estimate of treaty harvest for the sport fishery in 2010 was 
44,284 fish.  This was 3,318 fish above the 20% allocation based on the preseason AI (Table 4).  
Based on preseason estimates of abundance and harvest, the sport fishery took 21.6% of the all-
gear harvest limit less the net harvest. 

2011 

The 2011 preseason king salmon AI of 1.69 was announced in late March, resulting in an all gear 
harvest limit of 294,800 fish, of which the 20% sport allocation less the net allocation totaled 
54,515 fish.  Given that the preseason king salmon AI was greater than 1.51 and less than or 
equal to 1.75, the management plan required a three fish bag limit for residents, two fish in May 
and a one fish bag limit for the remainder of the year, and a five fish nonresident annual limit.  In 
addition, the use of two rods per angler was allowed from October 2011 through April 2012 as 
per the plan.  These regulations were implemented by Emergency Order 1-KS-R-02-11 that 
became effective on April 1, 2011.  These regulations applied to all marine waters in SEAK, 
including Yakutat, except for terminal harvest areas established by emergency order to harvest 
excess Alaska hatchery king salmon.  These restrictions were expected to maintain the sport 
harvest within the 20% average sport harvest target.  

The preliminary harvest estimate (based on expanded creel census and logbook data) of treaty 
harvest is 49,878 treaty fish, which is 4,637 fish below the 20% allocation based on the 
preseason AI (Table 4).  Based on preseason estimates of abundance and harvest, the sport 
fishery took 18.3% of the all-gear harvest limit less the net harvest. 
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